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PREFACE

A goodly part of the material for this thesis was ob-

tained by observation of the intricate processes of the making

of a shoe at the Badger State Shoe Factory, located at Lkdison,

Wisconsin, and at the Itfunn Bush and Weldon Shoe Factory located

at Milwaukee f
7isconsin. Interviews and correspondence with

men engaged in the boot and shoe and related industries, such

as the United Shoe Machinery Company, located at Beverly, Mass-

achusetts, a branch office of the United Shoe Machinery Company,

located at llilv.auliee, Wisconsin, the Hon Hoyalty Shoe Company,

located at St. Louis, Missouri, the 3adjer State Shoe Company of

Uadison, and the Ilunn Bush and '.Teldon Shoe Company 'of Milwaukee

afforded additional information.

2he object has not been to confine the theme purely to a

history of the industry, but to cover other departments of in-

terest related to boots and shoes, such as the history of the

shoe, and the modern methods of making a shoe by the wonderful

machine processes, which manifest the unique attainment of '-he

20uh century in the boot and shoe industry.
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The Shoe in Romance and History

The footwear of nations ha9 been a subject for their super-

stition, a part of their religion, and a factor in their warfare,

Romance is indissolubly linked about the shoe.

To the fanciful minds of our ancestors the shoe possessed

personality and charm. From time immemorial shoes and weddings

have been associated in popular romance. The familiar custom of

throwing the old shoe 3 of a bride after her is but one of the many

formalities that date back for ages in the folk-lore of England

ana other countries. Sentiment and the shoe have been closely as-

sociated in the minds of the peasant people of Europe. In the Ty-

rol, for example, it .vas once the custom for the groom to present

nis bride with her wedding snoes. These were literally covered

with dainty colored, heart-shaped decorations, and were among her

cherished possessions, for love and happiness, according to the

folk lore of this simple -mi n led people, would endure only so long

as this token. In the Anglo-Saxon redding, the shoe was as indis-

pensable as the ring is with us to-day. During the ceremony the

bride passed her shoe to the bridegroom wno gently tapped her on

the head vrith it to signify his future authority. The valiant

Roman is of interest in his superstition. He thought it an ill

omen to put the left shoe on before the right. The occurrence of

thi3 very thing once nearly caused the downfall of one of Rome's

early emperors. Tx.e poet Butler speaks of the incident in the

following stanza:

Augustus having b 1 oversight
Put on his left shoe 'fore his right
Had like to have been slain that day
By soldiers mutining for pay.
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In the Eible we read, "Over Fdom will I cast my shoe", indi-

cating that the Hebrew regarded the shoe a3 a symbol of conquest

and possession. In Ireland it was caaae believed that burying the

old shoe 8 of a lost child was an uni ailing means of bringing it

back again. The Italian mother believed that by placing a bow of

red ribbon on the shoe of her child the evil eye might be averted,

A great significance is attached to the shoe when John, the Baptist,

says, n I indeed baptize you with water unto repentance, but he that

soweth after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to

be ar ,
w

In warfare the shoe has played a more tangible part. The

great Napoleon said, "With bread and a pair of good shoes, a man

can march around the world", Wellington attributed his military

success very largely to the fact that his soldiers were the best

shod in Europe. Tnus we see that the greatest generals have paid

homage to the humble shoe, and we know that the fate of nations has

been very highly dependent on the ability of its foot soldiers to

march. At one time during the Franco-Prussian war 30,000 German

troops were incapacitated because of injuries to their feet, When

the Turcos, the French troops from Afr_ca, came to France to fight

in the battle of the Marne during the recent World War, they were

shod in light slippers which were adapted to desert marching. The

French army officers anticipating wet weather and bad roads, re-

fitted the Turcos to the regulation heavy mar chin r boot. During

the march to the firing line they began to discard their boots, which

renderea them practically useless when they came into actual battle.

History is rerlete with instances where the feet of soldiers have

been more important than their guns and sabres.
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Albert Hubbard has saia that men advertise to the world

their mental condition by their shoes. This is found to be true

in northern Africa, where the careless and slovenly nature of the

people is typified by their ill-fitting sanaals and slippers.

Possibly the religious practices of these people is the excuse for

this loose and slovenly foot covering, for the Mohammedan must re-

move his shoes whenever performing his religious duties. He must

never wear his shoes insiae a mosque, nor may he wear them at the

hour of prayer. If he be on the vast Sahara he must slip the

sandal from his foot, drop to hi 3 knees and pray to Allah, when

the faithful Mohammedans return from their pilgrimages to Mecca

they publish to their brethren at home that they have performed

this mission by decorating their sandals and turbans with pieces

of green leather.

The well fitting and comfortable shoe of to-day was not

evolved in a week or a year - not even in a century. It is the

solution of a problem on which man has been working for ages.

The primitive man must protect his feet from sharp stones, briars

and stings of reptiles. He obtained protection and comfort by

using the pelt of a newly killed animal to make himself a cover-

ing for the foot. A portion of this pelt while still warm and

supple was wrapped around the foot and ankle and fastened by

means of tne sinews of the dead beast. From this crude beginning

the snoe has been developed through constant change, conforming

to necessity, superstition, and religious belief. How each na-

tion and each century wrestled with the problem is most inter-

esting. Has this problem been cne merely in nHow shall we pro-

tect our feet?" Or has the economic significance become merged
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4
in the problem of satisfying our aesthetic cravings, "How shall

we most beautifully and uniquely dress our feet?"

The sandal has been the simplest form of shoe. Sandals

have been worn in nearly all parts of the world at some time,

and date back at least to the time of the Egyptians. ?;ith them,

however, they were not in general use, and custom forbade their

being worn in the presence of a superior. Among the Greeks and

Romans sandals were more commonly used and they evolved many of

the most unusual forms of this type of footwear. For example,

the cothurnu s, the sandal of tne Greek actor, had a sole of im-

mense thickness, which gave the wearer an almost Herculean ap-

pearance. Of the Roman sandals the most unique was doubtless the

caliga which was worn by the legionary soldier. Sharp spikes

were arranged en the bottom of the caliga in the form of the name

or number of the legion to which the wearer belonged, with these

he literally trampled his enemy to death, and according to the

following verse from Gifford f
s "Juvenal", even the innocent by-

stander often suffered:

While the rude soldier gores us as he goes,
Or marks, in blood, his progress on our toes

TT ^

The imperor Caligula received his cognomen in boyhood, when, to

please some of hi3 soldiers, his father placed a caliga upon the

foot of the child.

Like the sandal the mocassin has been used in many parts of

the world. Its use has by no means been confined to the Ameri-

can Indian as many are wont to believe. In southern Europe the

rugged mountaineers of Montenegro still prefer to endure the hard-
* Gifford - Satire III
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ships of war in their mocca3in footgear, ana the Greek soldier

m*; r Ve seen to possess the same liking for his moccasin shoes.

tfhfc Greek moccasin is very striking; it is made of bright red

leader ai*^ tne toe is decorated with an immense tuft of black

wool. The moccasin of the people of the Ealkans, unlike that of

tne American Indian, i3 a heavy affair and has nearer the appear-

ance of a modern shoe.

To us the moccasin inevitably brings to mind our native

Indian. Our histories and fiction have always represented the

wily redskin as silently and swiftly approaching his foe. The

gaudy colors and decorations of the Indian, and his elaborately

beaded moccasins, are familiar to all. Before the introduction

of beads, dyed porcupine and bird quills were used in ornament-

ing tne moccasin uppers. These were so arranged as to conform to

the tribal designs, ana to this day the design is cereiully car-

ried out and great significance attached to it. Sometimes trail-

ing, leaaed thongs were placed at the heel so that by the number

of marks left in the sno* it could be learned whether friend or

foe had passed. On some of tne more modern moccasins pieces of

btass or tin, whicft had been purchased from tne white traders,

were arran ea around tne top in such a manner as to make a cheer-

ful tinkling sound when the wearer wa3 walking or dancing.

In wet and marshy countries and in the Arctic regions the

moccasin is not only extremely perishable, but is not a suffi-

cient protection. The native 3 of the lana of ice and snow wear

high moccasin boots made of seal, walrus, or fishskin. The Amer-

ican Esquimau in his fur clotning and sealskin boots is a familiar
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picture. The fishskin boot is commonly used arouna tne salmon

fi suing area of the Amur region. Tne natives in their fishskin

boots wade through rivulets ana walk in ice and snow as on dry

ground, equally protected against cold and moisture.

In these far northern lands snowshoes are an absolute ne-

cessity, of which class of footwear there are two distinct types,

the ski and the netted snowsnoe. The former is generally used

when the wearer, with little or no load, wishes to cover tne ground

rapidly, while the latter is of value when the wearer is heavily

burdened or is drawing a sled. It i? claimed by those accustomed

to the use of snowshoes that it is possible to cover at least

fifty miles a day v-.hen wearing theiu, due to the great lengtn and

uniformity of stride possible in such footwear. Then, too, when

hunting the bear in deep sno.7 it is possible to approach the

floundering prey without peril.

The snovvshoe is not the only peculiarity in footwear found

in the lands of ice and snow. In glacial districts ana where the

snow has a thick, icy, crust, devices called ice creepers are in

common use. The most eifective of all ice creepers is a sharp

pointed device wnich the guides of the Swiss Alps strap to the

bottom of their footgear. In Russia an.: tne extreme northern

part of China and Mongolia the natives invariably drive sharp-

headed nails, sometimes of immense size, into the bottoms of their

heavy leatner boots for tne same purpose.

The footwear of the south of China is made up entirely of

cloth and felt. A few years ago leather was almost unknown there

principally because of it3 scarcity, while cloth and felt have
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been among the staple commercial commodities for centuries. The

uppers of Chinese shoes are usually made of satin or brocade, and

the soles, which are sometimes tr/o or three inches thick, are com-

posed of countless layers of very thin felt. The Chinese shoe-

maker is one of the most ingenious workmen in the world and

every detail of his curious snoe i3 carefully thought o^t and

beaut ifttlly executed.

The Japanese shoe, like the Chinese snoe, is not made of

leatner, but it is made of very different material. The thick

felt soles, wnich absorb the dirt and filtn of the streets, could

never be tolerated by the inhabitants of the empire of the Mikado,

wno never even wear their sanitary wooden clogs indoors, but re-

move tnem before entering their cleanly abodes. The wooden clog,

the straw sandal, and the tabi, or sock, constitute the footwear

of the Japanese. Tne clog- is found in countless styles anu var-

ieties, different kinds being worn on different occasions. Some

are low anu finisned in the natural wood, and nothing more simple

coula be imagined. On tne other hana, those worn by tne Japanese

courtesan, are a foot or more in height ana are beautifully up-

holstered and lacquered. In the rainy season high, stilt-like

clogs are worn to raise the feet from the mud of the streets.

One can easily imagine how disagreeable it would be to have the

clog on one foot make a different 30und fro*L that on the otner.

The Japanese are very careful in selecting their clog3 so that

both sounu alike.

Almost as unique as the Japanese clog is the sabot , or

wooden snoe worn in marshy lands, tfooden shoes brinp- to mind
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quaint and picturesque Holland, There they are known as Klompen ,

but the sabot has by no means been con lined, to a single country.

It is said that to-day ihe^e are more sabots worn in the miadle

west of America than in all Holland, They are also in use in tne

Pyrennes of France and Spain, ana in Korea. The sabot, although

outlandish in appearance, is a very sensible shoe for use in damp

and marshy countries, for it is waterproof witnout being air-

tignt. Usually a soft, leather sock is worn itn the sabot, or,

if this proves too expensive, straw or soft grass is used.

Tnis afforas us a survey of a fev types of shoes. We will

now trace tne history of the sx^oe from the Egyptian sandal to the

plain sensible shoe of the American colonist. At 3ome periods of

history tne economic consideration seems almost purely negative,

the desire of people to ;ive expression to their ideas of beauty,

to express their love for variety ana chancre, seem paramount,

moreover, it is easy to perceive tne power of lame Fashion and ap-

preciate tne humor of Caltnorp, tne English authority on costume,

when he says, "How is fashion born? Who mothers it? Who nurses

it to fame and in whose arms does it lie? High collar, low col-

lar, short hair, long hair, boot, buskin, shoe- who wore you

first? Who last condemned you to the World 1 s Great Rag Market of

.forgotten Fads?" *

Our knowledge of the earliest civilization, that of the

Egyptians, is obtained from tne pictures cut in relief in the

stone walls 01 the ruined temples ana tombs, and from tne tra-

ditional Rosetta stone. Many Egyptians had no desire for a cover-

* C&ltliorp- F.vrlish Costume- Middle Ages - p. SO,
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ing for their feet, for we find them barefooted. Tnis was true

of the common people. The aristocratic class wore a sandal which

was very simple ana satisfiea the primitive need of a protective

dress for the foot. It was merely a sole, made of papyrus and

hel^ to the foot by strips. To symbolize that they had subject-

ed their enemies, that they had them "underf oot w
, these aristo-

crats painted pictures 01 tnem on the lining of their sandals,

thus giving to the footwear a new and additional meaning. The

kings of the 18th dynasty wore sanaals with toes upturned. The

common people of the ancient Assyrians also were barefooted. A

few of the upper class women wore sandals. The sandals which the

kings wore were fastened at the front by a ring, thro 1 which the

large toe slipped, and by a latchet over the instep. The footgear

of the Hebrews was of two kinds, shoes ana sandals. The shoes

were made of soft leather, and sandals of hard leather. Tne ex-

cavations which have been made on the island of Crete bring to

light seals, figures, cnests, etc. wnich prove that elegant foot-

wear was a characteristic of tne Cretans. Casts show snces with

the sole clearly marked, an: a seam in the upper leather at the

same place where our modern snoe3 have them. The oilicers wore

puttees similar to those of the modern English officers — a bana-

age of folds around tne leg from the ankle to hallway ur the leg.

The Medes and Persians wore high and low shoes, open at the front

and securea by buttons. Tne sandals of Etruscan women consisted

of soles of leather and leather straps.

This early form of footwear doubtlessly originated to serve

primarily as a protection. It very early diverges from tnis to be-
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come mainly an article of ornamentation. The Greeks bear this

out. They -ere, as we know, unique in their dress, Tne sandal

worn by women v/as oiten tne most costly ana the most artistic ar-

ticle of tneir attire, bein? much adorned with gola ana embroidery.

Tne sole was oiten maae oi several tnicknesses of leatner witn the

adaition occasionally of a layer of cork. Gradually tne leather

was extended to cover the entire foot and the slipper is born.

Shoes soon began to fit more closely. They were made of leather,

sometimes of felt, and were usually of a black color. The -.von en's

shoes, however, were made of bright colors, - red, blue, or yel-

low. Prominent Greeks, naturally, set tne fashion, anu there

was tne "Alcibiades" shoe, ana tne "Iphicrates" snce just as today

we nave the "Eluchers" shoe.

It was in Rome that the 3andal began to assume a shape

scmeti inj like that of our modern snoe. Some were very elabor-

ate and very costly. They were made of leather, usually dyed

purple. Ladies and soldiers especially wore rich shoes. The

calceus, a shce whose predominating charac J

. eristics were the

straps, waB worn in public with the Toman costume, the toga, and

varied according to the rank of the v/earer, - the senators' and

consuls 1 shoes had a greater number of straps.

The shoes of the western world are quite as interesting as

those of the Orient. Until the end of the 10th century shoes

worn in Fn^lani were of the sandal type, but the next two cen-

turies saw a departure f.om that form of foot wear, ^ne Anglo-

Saxons constructed their shoes in imitation of the Roman-Fritish

models. In aduiticn to these they originated something* new. They
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had some high boots, called "Socca", exterilin^ hall way up the

calf of the leg and falling in wrinkled creases. Usually the

shoes were very simple. They were painted black with an opening

down the instep, an,] shewed a tendency toward a point at the toe.

The Nor loan Conquest marked no great change in the develop-

ment of shoes, the conquerors inclined toward the fashions found

in England. The Bayeux tapestry exhibits the plainest kinds of

shoes.

During the reign of Y'm. II, 1087 - 1100, styles became

ir.ore extravagant. This period marks the be^innin * of the peaked-

toed boots and shoes which remained the vogue for three centuries*

At first they were worn only by nc*ole3 and dandies. Turing the

reigns of Henry I, 1100 - 1135, and Stephen, 1135- 1154, the toes

lengthened and the shoe3 became more elaborate and expensive.

The toes were stuffed ?/ith tow on moss, an i turnea up in the shape

of a ram 1
? horn. Another type, called the "cornado " had points

like a scorpion's tail. They were sometime a made of stout cloth,

but leather was usually the material used. Wooden soles were some-

tii4.es used. The women did not adopt this extreme fashion, show-

ing at least one period in the history of the world when the vomen

were the mere conservative in the matter of dress.

However, they did not remain conservative lon~. At the

time of the next reign, that of Henry III, 1216 - 1372, the

women's sncea were pointed, and elaborately emboridered. This

reign is remarkable for the rich materials introduced, k'ore

elaborate ornamentation was used and shoes were very costly. The

shoes were decorated in cheques or frets, or painter black ac-
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cording to the rank cf the wearer. Te read of the exceedingly

elaborated coronation shoe of Eenry III - the figure of a leopard

was embroidered in each gold mesh.

During the following centuries the length of the toe in-

creased. In the 14th century this resulted in what was probably

the strangest freak in styles of footwear the world has ever seen.

The 14th century was a period of French influence and hence a period

of much exaggeration in dress. The toes of boots and shoes often

extended six inches beyond the end of the foot and in order to

give the wearer the opportunity of walking with any freedom it was

neceseary to chain the long toes to the knees. As this extreme

type was worn by the dandies of the land, the fastenings used for

this purpose were sometimes very elaborate and costly, being

chains of silver, and sometimes even of gold. The toes were some-

times stuffed hard, sometimes allowed to hang limp. They were

sometimes wired to effect fantastic shapes. High clogs of wood

were used with pointed ends to support the toes cf the shoes.

These "poulaines 11 as they were called, were made of felt, broad-

cloth, silk, velvet, or leather. The clergy objected to this sort

of footwear en the ground that the people wearing them could no

longer kneel in church to say their prayers, and soon the matter

was taken up by the State. Its death knell was tolled shortly

after %hen in 1485 a proclamation was issued v.nich limited the

tees of shoes to two inches in length.

The 14th century had been a time of unrest. During this

time fashion in footwear reached the greatest extreme during its

history. 7: ith zee revival of learning of the 15th century a de-
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cided chan:e came, A3 is true today fashion went from one ex-

treme to the other. Dame Fasnion decreed that the long narrow-

toe should be displaced by the ehcrt wide toe and she was thor-

oughly successful. The "slashed toe duck bill", was now very chic.

These l, Sabbatons n
, as they were called, were exceedingly vide,

sometimes eight and ten inches acroBs. They were made of puffed

silk and were slashed, thus affording little protection. Charles

V of Germany wa3 the leader in adopting this fashion, who, while

suffering an attack of gout found then. more conducive to comfort

than those he had heretofore worn. Courtiers were quick to see

that imitation woula be a means of flattering their ruler. It

is not surprising that shoes became S and 10 inches across in

width. Legislation finally pronibited the wearing of shoes

which were more than six inches in width.

The invention of the printing press during the 15th cen-

tury opened a new world of ideas. There were influences in cos-

tume from Italy where art had reached its greatest development,

and also from Germany, Spain, and France. Curously enough dur-

ing all these generations, until the end oi the 15th century t shoes

were generally made of soft leather, and slipped onto the foot

with the ease of a glove. A shoe of this sort was unfit for use

on muddy streets so the unfortunate wearer must resort to the

alternative of wearing wooden clogs over his perishable footwear.

This necessity invented tne clog, perhaps more popularly known as

the "pantoff le n
. It also increased in proportions, in height,

and in elaborateness. These clogs were stilt- like affairs,

sometimes over IS inches in height; and the ladies of that periocj
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it might well be imagined, presented a most ridiculous appear-

ance, when strutting about the streets like Talking May poles",

supported on each side by attendants. This style of clog was

called the " choline " and doubtlessly came to In gland from t/e

continent, most probably from the imaginations of Venetian women,

where it was especially in favor. The ou3tom struck Shakespeare

as grotesque for he points a shaft of humor at it when he has

Eamlet exclaim, "Your ladyship is nearer tc heaven than when I

saw you last, by the altitude of a chopine". The passing of the

soft leather shoe and chorine came towards the end of the 16th

century with the introduction of the woven stocking. Prior to

that time stockings had been tailored from pieces of hard fabric,

the sesuvs of wnich precluded the use of any but the softer kind

of ences. ^itr* t..e woven stocking came the snug-fitting shoe

which was tr.e forerunner of the conventional footwear worn today.

Tne sole ana heel brought joy tc the people but sorrow to the clog

makers. Clogs were no longer needed, the heavy shoe was sufficient

protection in both rain and shine.

At the time of Queen Elizabeth, 1558 - 1603, ladies' shoes

were of many fashions, for there were the corked shoes, pantoffles,

and slippers. Light kid slippers of leather, slashed to shew the

colored hose beneath were very popular as were also the decora-

tions called "shoe roses", lien wore shces shaped tc the foot.

Tne iadies *ere more fastidious- heels, souietiu.es six inches high

appeared.

Bur lag the reign of James I, 1603 - 1625, a number of men

tcok to yaLking in boots, tall boots, instead of shoes. By the

time of Charles I, 1525 - 1649, boots were the custom, and they
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were very tall. lluny of them were turned over at the top into

a wide cup, all crosses cud crinkles, the inside of which v;as

lined with lace or silk* 3y the time ;>f louis XIV and Louis XV

hoots were enormous end profusely decorated.

During the reigns of James II, 1685 - 1689, rnd of William

and Llary, 1689 - 1702, shoe buckles be
:
-an to displace rosettes.

3ed heels wi.ich v/ere made of aspen wood and covered with velvet

brocade were fashionable. They were v. oun nntil the reign of

George III.

The 18th century was one of many novelties in fpshion due to

French influence. Styles were fantastic. "During the reign of

Queen Anne, 17C2 - 1714, the style of both sexes v.ps a squere-

toed, short-quartered shoe with high red heels and small buckles

at the instep. Frequently sliders trimmed with green lace snl

blue heels were seon.

During the reigns of George I an d Seorge II shoes increased

in height and inconvenience. High boots v. ere worn by horsemen.

A buckskin form of boot, which buttoned un at the side wts ^o^nlar.

French heels became very fashionable. Scenes of Ehenish ^icrtor-

ies were tainted on the hrels.

From 1745 on there began the seme fumble as is found to-day f

"a homeless mess to unravel 11
. At the "beginning of George III f s

reign, 1760 - 1620, shoes became more moderate in style and sh^e,

with lower heels and longer charters, but the ornamentation vtp.s

extravagant. Buckles were more richly ornamented and were fre-

quently decorated with costly jewels.
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The keynote 01 styles during tne 19th century was adapta-

tion. Tne re were many different styles. People had a special

sttire for every function and amusement, "out with the enlarge-

ment of the wardrobe simplicity of style was emphasized. Greater

sanity in dress was easily discernible.

It was natural that with tne march of civilization from

the ola world to one new, there should come a distinctive foot

covering: suitable to the wild, untrammeled walks of life in Amer-

ica, consequently we find that the first American shoe was a use-

ful, durable and not ornamental affair. It was a heavy, cowhide

boot, tanned in oak bark, and was loaded with oil from the fish-

eries of Cape Cod. The early colonists, no doubt, fceliev«6-vith

Calthorp, "A man is a man for all his tailor tells him".
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The following illustrations show some

of the oddities in footwear worn by

different peoples and at different

periods.
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The engraving here introduced is after a painting found on the walls of Thebes. It delineates the manner

of sandal-making by the ancient Egyptians. It will be observed these workmen or makers offset costume
as then worn, similar to the boot and shoe makers1

present mode of working, are seated upon low stools; a
practice which, doubtless, has always obtained in such employments, as most convenient ; for executing and
dispatching such manufacture, all the attempts by any other method having hithertofailed ; and whether a
change in the shoe makers' mode of working, alternating between sitting and standing, which for health'*

is desirable, will ever take place, is among the discoveries and the things of thefuture.
From the " Boot end Shoe Maker* Assistant" Manchester, England, J,1863.
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A History of Shoemaking in America.

The early shoemaker was known as a cordwainer. The term

ffcordwainer ff had its origin in the word "cordewaner", a Spanish

word coming from Cordova, Spain, a city which exported leather.

In 1272 King Henry III of England granted an ordinance which es-

tablished the lfCordwainers and Cobelers Company of London", "cord-

wainer*1 including the currier and tanner of leather as well as he

who made it up into shoes, "cobeler" meaning a worker in old lea-

ther, the repairer of shoes.

When John Endicott's company came to America and settled in

Salem in 1628 no cordwainers or cobelers, if we may so call them,

were among them. Nevertheless, they were prepared for the pioneer

life they found in America. They were a well equipped company,

for each man brought four pairs of boots with him. To supplement

these the Indian moccasin, made of buckskin, was adopted by many

of the colonists. Moccasihs, however, did not satisfy those, who

had been used to something better, for a great length of time; nei-

ther did the fourpairs of shoes wear forever. A demand for shoes

arose. A call was sent to England. This brought to Salem in 1629

America's first two shoemakers, Thomas Beard and Isaac Rickman, who

had been sent by the Hew England Company.

With them came a letter from the Company to Governor John

Endicott; ,TThomas Beard, a shoemaker, and Isaac Rickman, being

both recommended to receive their diet and houseroom at the charge

of the company, we have agreed shall be with you, the Governor, or
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placed elsewhere aa you shall think good and receive from you or

by your appointment, their diet and lodging, for which they are to

pay, each of them at the rttte of 10 pounds a year. The said

Thomas Beard has in the ship, Mayflower, divers hides, both for sole

and upper leather, which he intends to make into boots and shoes in

the new country.

ffT/e desire also the same Thomas 3eard may have some fifty

acres of land allotted to him as one that transports himself at his

own charge. But as well for him as all others that shall have land

allotted to them in that kind and are no adventurers in common sort,

which is to support of fortifications, as also for the mystery and

divers other affairs we hold it fit that these kind of men, as also

as shall, come to inherit lands by their service should, by way of

acknowledgement to such from whom they receive their lands, become

liable to the performance of some service certain days in the year,

and by that service they and their posterity after them to hold

and inherit these lands, which will be a good means to enjoy their

lands from being held in captive and to support the plantations i#

general and particular. "
*

Beard plied his trade in Salem for fourteen years, was mede

a freeman in 1643, and soon afterwards moved to Portsmouth where

he purchased an estate and made his home. Colonial records say

nothing of Bickman; he probably returned to England after a short

stay in Salem. Beard was followed by Kertland who came seven

years after him and who was permitted to become the pioneer shoe-

maker of Lynn.**

The need for shoes rapidly became more keen
f
but as industry

^Gannon - A ^hort History of American Shoemaking - p. 6

**Up to 1009 Lynn was the leading city in America in the manufac-
ture of shoes and shoe materials.
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was difficult to promote in these early colonial days, so surely

was the industry of shoemaking. The base of supplies for raw ma-

terial was on the other side of the great ocean # , which necessitated

bartering with the Indians for skins. Regardless of how keen the

need was for material and workmen the shoemaker had to receive

permission from the t'own to establish his home of shop within its

limits. "The colonists wished to keep out undesirable persons ".*

The art of shoemaking was a picturesque industry in early New

England days. It was not confined to the shoemaker proper. Far-

mers who raised cattle and sheep, and hunted deer and bear and ate

their flesh for food, tanned their pelts into leather by the use

of bark from nearby forests in pits in their own yards, and made

the leather into shoes for their families. Not only could the

farmer conveniently add shoemaking to his occupation, men of other

occupations could as well. Whittier describes the fisherman:

n When Keezar sat on the hillside,
Upon his cobbler's form,

With a pan of coal on either hand,
To keep his waxed ends warm.

And there in the golden summer weather
He stitched and hammered and sung,

In the brook he moistened his leather
In the pewter mug his tongue

•

n **

Presently the chimney corner and the open under the trees no

longer sufficed. "10 footers" were instituted. These were small

shoe shops usually about ten feet square. Herein the shoemaker,

attired in leather apron, sat on his bench, and with lap stone,

knife, hamper, boot-tree last, wooden pegs and handmade thread,

cut f , hammered, stitched, and pegged the pegged shoe, the character-

* Gannon - A Short History of American Shoemaking - p. 8

^hittier - Cobllor Keezar 1 s Yision
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istic shoe of the first half of the last century. The equipment

of the 10 footer harmonized with the building. Methods of heating

were, as we know, in their primitive stages. Fireplaces and sal-

amander stoves composed the heating systems, and usually one win-

dow of 7x9 panes of glass permitted light to fall on the shoemaker's

bench. The sciences of sanitation and hygiene were undeveloped

as the traditional sandbox beside the stove for collecting the ex-

pectorations would indicate. The shoemaker was guilty to a great

degree of the sin of chewing and smoking tobacco. The tub of wa-

ter in which sole leather was soaked was allowed to become stagnant.

The foul and germ-laden air, combined with the bent position the

shoemaker must assume in his work brought upon him tuberculosis.

The de$th rate among shoemakers from this dreaded disease was high.

Factory laws to maintain healthful conditions were unknown.

A Bible, a dictionary, and a newspaper composed the literary

embellishment of the establishment. Last Sunday's sermon and the

latest congressional measures were topics for discussion and often

led to heated debate. In that event a sober shoemaker would strike

upon a hymn. The older inhabitants of Salem to-day can tell of

the LIusical Shoemakers, a "choral union" of early Salem days.

Sociability was heightened by the drinking of grog. The literary

and social r>hase of the 10 footer is not to be underestimated. A

shoemaker, Boger Sherman, became a signer of the Declaration of In-

dependence, and another, Henry Wilson, became Vice President of the

United States.

The shoemaker was diligent and thrifty f It was necessary

for him to be so, for shoemaking did not afford him a living. We

read of grocers, farmers, and fishermen who made shoes while their

business was dull. In panic years they would "draw on the clam
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bank 11

* * Berries, fish, a barrel of pork for the winter "pieced

out 11
* A few notable shoemakers who are preeminent for their thrift

and industry are David Lefavour, Moses Putnam, Henry Wilson, and

Francis Bhodes. David lefavour was grocer of Marblehead who be-

came more than eighty years old in spite of the fact that he would

work all day Friday, all of Friday night, and on Saturday would

walk to Boston with his shoes in a bag over his shoulder, sell

them and return with a fresh supply of leather for the next week's

work.** Moses Putnam, a Danvers young man, who spent fifty seven

years in the shoe trade and who built up a large shoe manufactur-

ing business at Putnamville, received his inspiration and determi-

nation upon his employer telling him he had no more work for him.

He borrowed some leather and supplies, made the shoes, borrowed

his father's horse, and with the shoes in the saddlebag travelled

to Boston, there to dispose of his first efforts* *** Henry T.7ilson,

another prominent shoemaker, was noted for the rapidity with which

he could work; he once endeavored to make fifty pairs of shoes in

a week without stopping for sleep, but he fell asleep on the forty

seventh pair. * In 1856 Francis Rhodes of Lynn made by hand seven

hundred and ninety pairs of shoes in fifty days. *****

With ambition of this kind it is not surprising that the shoe-

making industry gained a hold in America. A few facts regarding

its early growth are not out of place. In 1648 a planter of Vir-

ginia, named Matthews, employed eight shoemakers on his premises.

nIn 1698 the industry wqs carried on profitably in Philadelphia,

and in 1721 the Colonial Legislature of Pennsylvania passed an act

* Gannon - A 3 hort History of American Shoemaking - p. 25
** Summary - Ibid - p. 23. *** Nummary - Ibid - p. 25
**** Nummary - ihid p. 23 *****Summary - Ibid - p.£3
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regulating the material and the prices of the boot and shoe indus-

try "• * Fifteen years after the arrival of Kertland lynn was not

only supplying its own inhabitants but was sending shoes to Boston*

It remained the leading shoe town* In the year 1750 it was given

an added impetus, the force of which has remained to modern times.

John Adam Dagyar, a Welshman and master-craftsman, who emigrated to

America and settled in Lynn f became the first organizer of the in-

dustry*

long before 1750 f however, before the industry had grown to

this extent, it was necessary that the shoe manufacturer, known as

the master cordwainer or as the employer, have helpers. The ear-

ly economic relation between the master cordwainer and the appren-

tice is of interest. The apprentice usually served for seven

years. An "agreement" between him and his master is the following

"And the said master shall use the utmost of his endeavors to
teach, or cause to be taught or instructed, the said appren-
tice in the trade or mystery of Cordwainer, and procure for
him sufficient meat, d*lnk, washing, clothing, fit for an
Apprentice, during the said term of service and four quarters
of night schooling during the said term. 11 **

The itinerant shoemaker must not be forgotten. Before the

time when it was necessary to engage apprentices he was an impor-

tant figure in the industry., for much cobbling was done by him.

He was not only of economic value but was an important figure so-

cially, for the travelling cobbler with his kit of simple tools

and with the rough and heavy leather of the period was not only a

welcome dispenser of service among the colonists but a dispenser

of news and gossip.

* Dooley - A Manual of Shoemaking - p. 252.

Allen - The Shoe Industry - p. 51
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The method of an individual man making the entire product was

not destined to be the permanent method in shoe manufacturing as

it has not been in the manufacturing of any other article. Divi-

sion of labor came early, for the making of a shoe f even at this

early date, consisted of several individual operations. It did

not take the master workman a long time to discover that he could

increase his income by keeping the men he had trained at home and

directing their work f
by putting them at the work for which they

were best fitted, be it cutting the soles, cutting the uppers,

stitching the uppers, or pegging the soles to the uppers. lucy

larcom describes "Hannah at the window binding shoes", and we learn

from her that the boot and shoe industry, which affords support to

so many women to-day, began very early to employ women by sending

out work to the homes. That part of the making of the shoe upon

which they began their careers is the occupation which is almost

exclusively theirs to-day, the stitching or vamping ofthe uppers.

An exemplification of a form of division of labor used in the

first half of the last century, which endured until the introduc-

tion of machinery is the "team and gang method". A team was a

group of men who made an entire shoe. . The members of the team

were divided into three sections generally, those who cut and fit-

ted the uppers, those who prepared the soles, and those who fas-

tened the soles to the uppers. A gang was a group of men who

made part of a shoe. A gang of fitters or bottomers, for ins-

tance, went frQm employer to employer, engaged to him by contract

to fit or bottom, as the case might be, all of his shoes which

were ready for fitting or bottoming. The contract system was

the popular method of making shoes. The manufacturer had a room

in the shoe district where he cut the uppers and kept his stock;
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he would then enter into a contract with some man to fit thSS.

When the uppers were fitted he would contract with another gang

to bottom them.

By 1795 the evolution of the system had reached a stage where

in Lyxm alone there were 200 master workmen, employing 600 Journey-

men,, and turning out 300,000 pairs of shoes a year. The entire

shoe was made under one roof and generally from leather that was

tanned on the premises. At this early date New England, of course,

led in the industry, there were a few shoemakers in Hew York, and

practically none in the agricultural South. New England was

called upon to supply shoes for all the colonies; she sent them

to the colonies in barrels and over o*-wagon roads. Nevertheless

the shoe traffic had a substantial beginning.

The Bevolution marks an important change in the development

of America's boot and shoe industry. America still suffered com-

petition from the shoemakers of England and France, who continued

to send shoes to her at a small figure. A zealous American, a

Welchman by descent and known as "The Celebrated Shoemaker of Es-

sex Tf
, John Adam Dagyar, before giving his life in the Bevolution,

fought foreign competition by cutting up and studying the European

shoe, endeavoring to improve on it, and by urging American women

to buy their shoes of him. The efficacy of his efforts, which

are not to be undervalued, was exceeded by the use of a more effec-

tive weapon, the tariff. Ebenezer Breed, the first great leader

in the American shoe manufacturing industry, proposed that Congress

put a tariff on shoes and maintain it until American shoemakers se-

cure a firm start. This event was marked by a splendid dinner in

Philadelphia, to which Breed invited noted leaders in American pol-

itics. He made a grandiloquent speech, urging the establishment
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of a tariff on shoes. He was supported by Hamilton, Madison

and other leaders in Amerioan politics and carried his point.

Congress put a tariff on shoes and foreign footwear was shut out.

The American shoe manufacturing industry began to prosper and it

has been prospering ever since. It owes a debt of gratitude to

Breed for services in conceiving and establishing a protective

tariff of shoes.

The industry had developed to this point without the use of

a machine. Of the 300 different machines made to-day and of the

more than 4000 United States patents which have been granted on

shoe machinery three are strikingly important and represent three

conspicuous stages of development in the invention and use of shoe

machinery. The first stage is that of the stitching machine

which stitches together the parts of the shoe which form the upper.

The second is that of the sole sewing machine which sews the sole

and upper together. The third f the machine welting f is an im-

proved method of sewing the sole to the upper to make the shoe

more flexible. A narrow strip of leather, called the welt^ ig

inserted between the sole and the upper before they are attached.

Not until 1815, a little more than a century ago, was the

first machine used, and it developed the shoe Industry slightly,

for it was merely a machine for making pegs. Up to this time the

sole and upper had been fastened together with heavy thread which

was waxed, the so called "wax ends". Not until twenty years la-

ter was the second machine invented, and it met with Indifferent

success. In 1833 a machine to drive the pegs was Invented, but

none came into general use until 1857. The first machine to be

widely accepted was the "rolling machine" which, under pressure,
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rolled the sole leather into shape and solidified it* (Formerly

this operation was performed with lapstone and hammer )•

1852 is an Important date in the history of the shoe indue*

try; it marks the perfection of the sewing machine by Bllas Howe.

The history of the sewing machine and its introduction into the

boot and shoe ihdustry is of exceedingly great importance. As

early as 1755 patents on a sewing machine were secured by an Bng-

liehman. About 1820 a Frenchman made a machine that took 200

etitches a minute f but a mob destroyed it* Hapoleon played a

part in the development of the shoe industry by offering a reward

for a sewing machine - he wanted clothes for his soldiers. It

remained for a Yankee mechanic f Blias Howe 9 who was brought up on

a farm and who worked in the machine shops of Lowell f Massachusetts

and Cambridge f to Invent the sewing machine. He was not inspired

by flapoleon's rich rewards, but by the hope of relieving his wife

of some of the family sewing. He secured his first patents in

1846 but he had no means with wkich to build sewing machines.

Therefore he accepted an offer from a corset manufacturer in Eng-

land. This proved to be a disappointment. He returned to New

York penniless and to find that machinery manufacturers were build-

ing sewing machines on which he held patents. nHis adversity

soon turned to prosperity".* He brought suit against the manu-

facturers and gained his patent rights. Royalties were paid him

and he became a rich man.

Contemporaries of Howe were Wilson and Singer - Wilson patent-

ed the moving feed bar and 3inger
f .the pressor foot. The Mea of

i

* Qannon - A Short History of American Shoemaking - p. 34
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using the sewing machine to sew shoes was conceived by John Brooks

Nichols, a Lynn tailor and shoemaker. He used the fame machine

for trousers and shoes; for the shoes, however, he had special

threads made, filed the needles into many shapes, and varied the

movements of the machine* Nichols went to Wm. B. Bliss, who had

advanced the money to Howe to fight his patent suits, and the firm

of Nichols, Bliss & Co. of Boston came into being. In theit store

they set up the wonderful macnine that sewed shoes, and shoemen

"came far and wide to look upon the wonderw .*

It is at this point that many women were taken from their

homes to the factory by leaps and bounds. The stitching of the

upper which had been their work primarily and was done by hand,

was now done on the sewing machine. Their earnings which were

$2.00 and $8*00 a week advanced to $5*00 and $10.00 a week. At

present they are earning $25.00 and $30.00 for this work. In Hie

home all the work of stitching a shoe upper was done by one woman,

who patiently plied her needly all the way round the seams. In

the modern factory the labor of stitching a shoe upper is divided

among thirty women, for the work is sub-divided to such an extent

that it consists of thirty different operations for which thirty

different machines are used.

When the Civil War came on shoemakers left their shoes on

the benches just as Putnam left his plow in the furrow. More-

over Congress contemplated removing the tariff on shoes. A cri-

sis was averted, however, by Colonel Gordon McKay who brought

forth a machine which sewed the soles of shoes to the uppers.

He not only averted a crisis but revolutionized an industry by

* Gannon - A Short History of American Shoemaking - p. 34
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£7n the McKay machine". A man by the name of Lyman B. Blake invent-

ed the machine* As a boy he worked in a shoe factory during

school vacations. Before he was twenty one he bought an interest

in a shoe manufacturing concern. His ambitions led him to the

idea of making a machine which would sew soles to uppers, but his

partners were not sufficiently enthusiast ie to give him company's

time and money to work out his idea. He worked evenings and sue*

oeeded in making a machine that would sew shoes, and which was des-

tined to overthrow shoe manufacturing methods since the time of

Thomas Beard. Blake's capital, however, was limited* He f there*

fore accepted an offer of Colonel Gordon McKay f
- $7,000. for his

patent rights, $8,000* to be paid in cash, and $68,000* from the

profits of the company* While Blake was in Virginia running a

Ire tail 8 tore McKay was forced to employ other mechanical experts,

but they could not make the machine run successfully* Blake re-

turned and mastered the machine* "He made the machine sew shoes 11 ,*

and revolutionized an industry. Lincoln's prediction to the may-

or of Lynn, "The day of the little country shops is at an end.

Shoes will be made in big factories in cities'9
, came true. This

machine drew shoemakers from the country to the machine-equipped,

power-driven factories in the cities. The result was decreased

hours of labor, increased product, increased wages, and better

health. The McKay machine required men to stand up while they

worked, and in consequence, tuberculosis, resulting from the cram-

ped position it was necessary heretofore to assume, diminished*

Coincident with the introduction of the McKay machine came

* Qannon - A Short History of American Shoemaking - p. 38
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the cable nailing machine, which was provided with a cable of

nails - the head of one being joined to the point of the other*

The machine separated these nails and drove them automatically.

It about this time the screw machine f which is widely used as a

sole fastener on heavy boots and shoes f was invented. It is a

prototype of the rapid standard screw machine f a comparatively

recent invention, which is used as a sole fastener for the heavier

boots and shoes. It formed a screw from brass wire, forced it

into the leather, and cut it off automatically.

She third great development in the history of shoe making is

attributed to Goodyear. He was not the originator or inventor but,

like McKay, adapted and promoted the inventions of shoe worker and

mechanic. The McKay shoe could not compete with the hand sewed

shoe, for in sewing the upper diredtly to the sole it left a rasp-

ing ridge on the inside of the shoe. In making a shoe by hand

a narrow pieoe of leather, called the welt, is first fastened to

the insole and tipper, the heavy outsole is then sewed to the welt,

bringing the stitches to the outside of the upper. In 1868, a

Hew York mechanic, Augusts Destony, invented a machine with a

curved needle for sewing turn shoes. It was improved by as many

as eight different mechanical experts employed by Charles Goodyear,

a 8 on of the man who taught the world the use of rubber. This ma-

chine was later adapted - patents on it were secured in 1871 and

in 1875 - to attaching the welt to the upper, and gave origin to

the famous Goodyear stitching and welting machines. These two

machines are the nucleus of the Goodyear welt system to which

must be attributed the revolution of an industry. Although

they are entirely distinct machines they are inseparable
t
for nei-
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ther can be used effectively without the other in making the mo-

dern Goodyear welt shoe. The Goodyear machines did even more

than the McKay machine to multiply product 9 Increase wages f and

improve footwear. The custom made process of making shoes by

hand cost from SO to 25^ a pair for sewing thw welt to the upper,

and from 40 to 50/ a pair for sewing the sole to the welt. The

Goodyear welt machine reduced the cost of sewing both welt and

soles to 10/ a pair, of which 4/ was paid for the use of the ma-

chine and 6/ for labor.

Closely following the Goodyear machines - about 1877 - came

machines which improved the various processes having to do with

the heeling of the shoe. The first machine invented to be used

in connection with heeling compressed the heel and pricked holes

for the nails. This was followed by a machine which drove the

nails f which in turn was followed by one which not only nailed

the heel, but which trimmed it. At about the same time came the

machines to finish the heel and forepart. They were provided with

tools heated by gas or electricity which rubbed the edges for the

purpose of polishing them.

For a good many years after it was possible to sew shoes by

machinery it was still necessary to last them by hand. Much of

the style of a shoe depends upon the wooden last over which it is

shaped before being attached to the sole. The men of the shoe

trade were the lasters. They commanded wages of from $20. to

$50. a week f for their work demanded skill. This we can infer

from a remark made by a Lynn laster f "No matter if the McKay ma-

chine is a wonderful machine, no man can build one that will last

shoes unless he can make a machine with fingers on it like a last-
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er". His success was not immediate; his first two models were

failures • He was taunted by fellow shoemakers and cheered by ma-

chine makers* His third model was successful enough for a company

to buy his patents, but he died of tuberculosis before a fourth and

satisfactory model was completed. The fourth model was fitted with

pincers which drew the upper round the last and drove a tack to hold

it in place in one operation. One veteran laster used to say that

the machine revenged Matzellger for the hand lasters who taunted

him^ singing as it worked, wI fve got your job, I've got your job".

This hand method machine , commonly called the "consolidated hand

method lasting machine w
f perfected in 1883, revolutionised the last-

ing of shoes. It can last 200 to 700 pairs of shoes a day, depend-

ing on the grade of shoes; one hand laster can last fifty pairs of

shoes a day.

The "hand method pulling over" machine, a device which prepares

the shoe for the lasting machine, was introduced early in the 20th

century. It is fitted with adjustments whereby the operator is en-

abled to quickly center the shoe upper on the last and on pressure

of a foot lever, the machine automatically draws the upioer closely

to the last and secures it in position by tacks. "It is the acme

of shoe machinery intricacy and accuracy, and years of study, and

over $1,000,000. were spent in its development".*

Yery recently the clicking machine for cutting the uppers has

been devised. Thus one after another every operation has yielded

to invention. There are machines for shaping, compressing, and

nailing heels; for attaching soles to uppers in heavy shoes by

* Allen - The Shoe Industry - p. 61
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wooden pegs or copper screws and wires; for rounding f buffing, and

polishing the soles; for trimming and setting the edges of the sole;

machines large and small, simple and complicated for making the var-

ious lesser parts of a shoe and its accessories, such as heels f coun-

ters, tips, eyelets, buckles, nails, thread, laces, polishing brush-

es, and so on, so that in shoe factories to-day a greater variety of

intricate and expensive machines is used than in factories of any o-

ther kind. There is no important operation of a shoe which need

be done by hand. In the making of every shoe no less than 58 diff-

erent machines, sometimes twice that number, are brought into play,

nearly all of American invention.

A unique development of the shoe industry must be considered

at this point. 98$ of the many machines used in the shoe factories

of America to-day, excepting those used for the stitching of the up-

pers, which are in the hands of the Singer and other sewing machine

companies, are made by one concern, the United Shoe Machinery Com-

pany, whose factory employing 5000 persons is located at Beverly,

Massachusetts. This means that the machinery used in the manufac-

ture of shoes has been standardized, an important factor in explain-

ing the growth of the endustry in the last twenty years. The Uni-

ted Shoe Machinery Company was formed in 1899 by consolidation of

three companies, none of which was in competition with anyone of the

other two. The three companies were the Goodyear Shoe Machinery

Company, which made machines for sewing the sole to the upper in

welt shoes, and various auxiliary machines which were used to per-

feet the shoe; the Consolidated and McKay lasting Machine Company,

which made machines for lasting the shoe; the McKay Shoe Machinery

Company, which made machines for attaching soles and heels by me-
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tallic fastenings, and furnished material for that purpose*

The capital of this concern was $25,000,000. and its first of-

ficers were: President, Sidney W.Wijislow; Vice Presidents, J. H.

Hanan, W. F. Bobinson, and Orland B. lewis; Treasurer aril General

Manager, George W. Brown. Colonel Gordon McKay probably furnished

the inspiration for this consolidation but the organization and de-

velopment of it was brought about largely by Sidney W. Winslow and

George W. Brown.

Winslow developed the Haumkeag Buffing Machine Company, brought

old established gas companies up to modern standards, joined George

W. Brown and others in developing the Consolidated Lasting Machine

Company and in marketing the invention of llatzeliger. llext he,

Mr. Brown, Colonel McKay and others developed the United Shoe Ma-

chinery Company and Mr. Winslow was chosen its first president.

Mr. Brown joined with Mr* Winslow in promoting the Hand Method last-

ing Machine Company of which he vecame Treasurer and General Mana-

ger. "The objects arrived at by this concentration 11

, said a trade

paper of the time, "are increases in business economies of adminis-

tration and cessation of patent litigation between companies, which

have been expensive to them and annoying to shoe manufacturers" •*

The progress of the United Shoe Machinery Company amazed its

promoters, the shoe trade, and the public* It absorbed small shoe

machinery companies until it controlled 98 % of the shoe machinery

business of the country, not including the stitching room machinery

business which is in the hands of the Singer and other sewing machine

companies. During the period from 1900 to 1910 it increased its

capital from $18,290,218. to $34,125,638., its earnings from *l,700 f

100. to $5, 640,000., and its surplus to $18,542,220. During the

Gannon - a Short History of American Shoemaking - p. 45
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same period American shoe manufacturers increased the value of

their product from $320,107,000. to $442, 631 f 000., an increase of

38 $• They increased wages from $69,059,000. to $92, 359 f 000* f an

increase of 34 $• Sales of shoes abroad Increased to approximately

$16,000,000. annually. United Shoe Machinery Company machinery and

shoe experts were sent round the world, and American shoe manufac-

turing methods were adopted in factories in Norway, Central America,

in many cities of South America, in England and all countries of

Bur ope , in Africa, Australia, and even in China , Japan, and in the

Philippines. "It is Yery much to be doubted if this extensive de-

velopment of the shoe machinery business, its splendid improvement

in means of production, its large gains in sales of machinery at

home and abroad, and its distribution of profits and wages, could

have been accomplished by any other means than the formation of

this big shoe machinery company with its large accumulation and

concentration of capital^ brains and experience in its particular

branch of indue try. "*

Colonel Gordon McKay, who was the chief promoter of this com-

pany, recognized the value of machinery to the industry and to the

public. He figured when planning to market the McKay machine that

he might build 4000 machines at a cost of $30# a machine, and sell

them at ^350# apiece, thereby making a profit of §1,288,000. But

he also realized that this profit, though large, would stop when

all factories were equipped with machines, and that the presence c£

old machines in factories would be a serious obstacle to the sale

of improved machines. So he determined to lease them and charge

* Gannon - A Short History of American Shoenaking - p. 47
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them a certain amount for each pair of shoes sewed on the machine.

The charge ranged from 1/ to 5/ a pair, according to the size and

quality of the shoes. This is known as the Royalty system, and by

It the United Shoe Machinery Company leases machines to shoe manu-

facturers, large or small t for which the average royalty paid for

the use of all machines in the manufacture of all types and grades

of shoes is less than 2 Z/Z$ per pair of shoes. (This is for 1914)

The small manufacturer has the same opportunity as the big manufac-

turer t and can start a business without making a big investment in

machinery. The United Shoe Machinery Company furnishes more than

the use of the machines; It installs them, keeps them in running

order, and instructs the operatives.

Colonel McKay set aside a block of stock of the LTcK&y Sewing

Machine Company as a. "Shoemakers' Gift Enterprise 11
. He agreed to

give one share of stock, worth $5. per share par, with each $100.

worth of stamps. On this system many machines were leased. The

income of the McKay Company from the sale of royalty stamps was

$750,000. annually. Dividends paid by the Company from 1865 to

1875 totalled $1,802,138. The royalty income ceased when shoe

manufacturers taking advantage of the expiration of the fundamen-

tal patents on the McKay machine refused to buy any more royalty

stamps.

When the United Shoe Machinery Company was formed it applied

to its business this royalty system. It offered to provide man-

facturers with "anything from a tack to a complete factory equip-

ment w and to lease for a period of nineteen years any of its essen-

* Gannon - A Short History of American Shoemaking - p. 50
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tial machines for a small royalty payment and to supply auxiliary

machines at nominal charges. It declined to sell outright any of

its chief machines. It furthermore agreed to keep its machines in

first class repair. Leases of the United Shoe Machinery Company

are in force in about 98 # of the shoe factories of the country.

Some of them require the lessee to use in conjunction with certain

leased machines , auxiliary machines , supplies and parts. The

clauses fixing these requirements are called " tying clauses *.

The lease system in general and the tying clauses in particu-

lar have been attacked by some shoe manufacturers. A certain shoe

manufacturer , fi. H. long, of South Framingham f was successful in

getting a law passed in Massachusetts in 1909, permitting shoe man-

ufacturers to use any auxiliary machines they wished in conjunction

with United Shoe Machinery Company machines. He established a

shoe machinery shop and built machinery for use in his own shoe

factory. In 1911 western shoe manufacturers formed the Shoe Man-

ufacturers 1 Alliance. They induced to join with them a number of

eastern shoe manufacturers, notably Charles H. Jones, President of

the Conmonwealth Shoe and Leather Company of Whitman, Massachusetts!

The Alliance manufacturers demanded of the United Shoe Machinery

Company that it lower its royalty charges and permit lessees to

use such auxiliary machines and supplies as they wished. As their

demands were refused they established the Non Royalty Shoe Company,

which concern equipped a shoe factory in St. Louis with non-royal-

tjr machinery purchased from a score of independent shoe concerns

in this country and in Europe. The Alliance manufacturers hoped

to demonstrate in this Non Royalty factory that it is more econom-

ical for shoe manufacturers to buy machinery outright, also sup-
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plies and parts, and secure repairs according to their individual

desires , than it is to lease machines, buy supplies and parts, and

have repairs made by the United Shoe Machinery Company. The lat-

ter has steadfastly held that if it should sell shoe machinery out-

right and require shoe manufacturers to pay cash for their machines

it would be impossible for ambitious men with limited capital to

start making shoes. It further declared that the small manufac-

turer would be unable to buy new machines as they appeared and

would be forced out of business by more wealthy rivals. The even-

tual outcome would be to force the small manufacturer from business,

leave the way clear for the large manufacturer, and for the forma-

tion of a shoe trust.

While the United Shoe Machinery Company declared itself a-

gainst the formation of a shoe trust, the United States govern-

ment prosecuted it for maintaining a shoe machinery trust. wIt

failed f to make its case 1
, i. e. to prove its contention that the

United Shoe Machinery Company was a monopoly in restraint of trade

and that shoes could not be made in a commercial way without the

machinery of the United Shoe Machinery Company."*

To appreciate the magnitude of the United Shoe Machinery Com-

pany is to appreciate the method of making JEilioes to-day. The Uni-

ted Shoe Machinery Company makes the machines which make the shoes.

Sixty machines are necessary to make a pair of shoes. The twen-

tieth century shoe is therefore almost a machine made product.

* ?• P. McElroy, President of the McBlroy Sloan Shoe Company (A Kon
fioyalty Shoe Company), St. Louis, Missouri.
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The photograph which follows shows the interior

of the Tapley Shop f a 10 - footer of the early

X9thcentury« It is preserved to-day in Essex

Institute t Salem, Llassachusetts.
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Tie Magnitude of the Boot and Shoe Industry
of Recent Times.

The growth of the hoot and shoe industry in the United

States in the last thirty of forty years has been marvelous.

To clearly understand the magnitude of the industry of modern

times we must note the three types of factories existing.

1. Those establishments whose chief products are finished boots

and shoes; 2. those whose chief products are boot and shoe cut

stock , such as soles, heels, tips, inner soles
t

tor* lifts, etc.;

3t those whose chief products are boot and shoe findings , such

as shoe pegs, box toes, arch supporters, shoe tacks, toe caps,

heel caps, buckles, rands, staples, bows, clasps, back stays,

linings, fiber paits, leather board parts, counters, sh&nks,

trimmings, pipings, eyelets, etc. Many factories whose chief

products are finished boots and shoes make their ov;n cut stock

and findings.

1879 to 1909 represents a period of steady and rapid

growth; the value of the products of the industry in 1909 was

nearly three times as great a3 in 1879. Of the 1,918 estab-

lishments reporting in 1909, 1,343 or 70$ were engaged in the

manufacture of boots and shoes, these establishments making

products to the value of $44

2

f 630,726. or 86.3 ^ of the total

value of products for the industry as a whole . Establishments

engaged in the manufacture of cut stock formed about l/8 of the

total, and the value of their products was ^44,661,497., repre-

senting 8.7 % of ohe total. Establishments engaged chiefly in

the manufacture of boot and shoe findings formed somewhat more

than l/6 of the total, and the value of their products, *25
f 505 f

419. , represented 5fo of the total. The increase in the value
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of products in 1909 over the value in 1879 is due in part to

the advance v/hich has taken place in the prices of mate rials
t

but is due also to increased quantity of output. The number of

pairs of boots and shoes made was more than doubled in the thirty

years.

Table I gives the principal data for 1914 and 1909 for tfhe

Industry by classes, including regular shoe factories, factories

specializing, and factories making footwear not strictly boots

and shoes*

Massachusetts is virtually the birthplace of the boot and

shoe industry, and, incidentally, of the tanning industry. It

has led in the industry ever since the birth of it, a period of

300 ye^rs. It has 63 cities and towns in which the shoe manu-

facturing and allied industries *re carriec on. It has one

county, Esses, which produces one seventh of the combined boot
and

and shoe/leather product of the United States, in 1916 Massa-

chusetts had in the boot and shoe, cut stock, and findings in-

dustries about 875 establishments with more than $90 t 000,000.

invested capital, 83,000 wage earners, and an annual walue of

product of §236,000,000.

Table II shows the gtowth of the industry from 1879 to 1914.

The greatest increase occurred from 1904 to 1909.

In number of establishments the increase was 2#1 $

n persons engaged n

11 salaries and wages *

11 cost of materials n

" value of products n n n 38.3 #

lery few industries have been more affected by the introd-

uction o£ machinery than the boot and shoe industry, and to this

Google

IT ft 25.4 P

ft Tl 41. f>

If ft 40.6 *
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Table I Extent of the Boot and Shoe
Allied Industries

Number of
Establishments Value of Products

Boots and Shoes 1914 1555 501,760,458
Total 09 1343 442,630,720

Regular Factory- 1914 1248 4 v 9, 144, 745
Product 09 1228 438,443,370

Stitching 1914 24 ."82,209
09 30 530,164

Crimping 1914 4 9,732
09 17

t Je'l

Buttonholes 1914 e "0,540
09 4 CO,- 56

Overgaiters 1914 I %J 1,818,287
Moccasins 09 rol 2,830,430
leggings

Census of Manufac tares t 1914
Volume II f Beports for Selected Industries and Detailed

Statistics for Industries by states - page 687
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Salaries 301,438 .an

Cost of f42,442
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fact may "be attributed the relatively email increase shown in

the average number of wage earners durihg the thirty years from

1879 to 1909t The application of machinery, in addition to re-

ducing the number of wage earners required for a given product t

no doubt caused the displacement of many highly skilled wage

earners by less B'TflXTefl employees to whom lower wageG were paid.

Between 1899 and 1909 the number of wage earners in the in-

dustry as a whole increased 31.1 $ f
the amount paid in wages

59 $t the cost of materials 73.8 £ t the value of products 76 f 8 # f

and the number of pairs of boots and shoes made 30.8 fo. The diff-

erence between the last two percentages is doubtless due in part

to advance in prices
t
but it may be attributable to a relatively

greater increase in the production of high grade products than

in that of products of lower grades.

The value of the manufactured product of the boot and shoe

industry in the United States is exceeded by only one other,

that of the textile industry. Thirty three states in the Union

manufacture shoes. In 1919 they ranked as follows t
the numeral

indicating the number of establishments in the state.

Massachusetts - 499 California - 9 Nebraska - 2
Hew York - 266 Virginia - 8 West Virginia- 2
Pennsylvania - 129 Kentucky - 8 Oregon - 2
Missouri - 67 V/ashington - 7 iforth Carolina 2
V/isconsin - 64 Iowa - 7 Georgia - 2
Ohio - 51 Indiana - 6 Alabama - 1
Hew Hampshire - 50 Connecticut- 6 Colorado - 1
Illinois - 45 Kansas - 3 Tennessee - 1
Maine - 44 Louisiana - 3 Utah - 1
New Jersey - 42 Texas - 3 Vermont - 1
Michigan - 18
Minnesota - 14
Maryland - 12
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In 1914 81 $ of the total production in the United Stages

was found in six states • They ranked as follows in the order

named, the percent of the industry which each state controlled

being indicated.

Massachusetts - 40
, # Missouri - 8 > Ohio - 6.5f:

Hew York 13.4$ New Hampshire- 7.5% Pennsylvania - 5.5$

Table III represents a comparison of the twelve leading states

in 1914 f giving the number of establishments
f the number of wage

earners, and the value of the products for each state, and makes

a comparison of the rank of these states in 1914 ond in 1909.

In 1914 there were 1355 establishments manufacturing boots and

shoes. They employed 191 f 555 wage earners who produced goods

to the value of $501 f 760,458.

Massachusetts led the other states with an output valued at

$200,529,858. This amount was 40 fc of the total value of pro-

ducts reported for the United States, and though the proportion

is slightly less than in 1909 end in 1904, there was an actual

increase, as compared with 1909, of $13,484,091. or 7.2 #.

New York ranked second with a value of products of $67,288,

809. representing an increase of $22,863,677. or 51.5 $ over that

reported in 1909. Hew York contributed 13.4 °Jo to tha total and

showed a greater actual increase for the five year period, 1909-

14, than any other state.

Missouri showed a decrease in the value of products but held

third place, the position she occupied in 1909. She contributed

8 fo toward the total value as against 9.6 fo for 1909.

New Hampshire with a product of ^37, 664,039. , forming 7.5
"

of the total value, ranked fourth.

There was little change in the ranking of the states in 1914
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as compared with 1909. In 1914 7/isconsin ranked eighth, changing

places with Illinoia f tfalch held this place in 1909; New Jersey,

ranking tenth in 1914, changed places with Minnesota; and Mich-

igan, holding twelfth place in 1914, changed places with Virginia,

which does not appear in the table for 1914.

In 1914 the extreme eastern states, Maine, New Hampshire,

Massachusetts, Hew York, Hew Jersey, and Pennsylvania, six states,

contributed 72.6 fo of the total value of products for the industry;

Ohio and Illinois reported 9.9 fj of the total; Missouri, 8 fo;

Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin, 5.8 >!• and the twenty one

other states, 5.7 fo. The three Hew England states, Massachusetts,

Hew Hampshire, and Maine, produced more then one half of the foot-

wear manufactured in the country.

Bver since the inception of the industry into this country,

the East, led by Massachusetts, has predominated in the produc-

tion of boots, shoes, and slippers. Table IV which gives the

rank of the leading cities of the industry for 1904, 1909, and

1914 bears this out. We note Lynn seoond to the top, end we

are probably surprised that it does not lead. Lynn has had a

remarkable record. It led the United States in the manufacture

of boots and shoes from earliest colonial times to the year 190C*

In the 1900 census the city of Brockton, Massachusetts, reported

the largest production, but Lynn followed with e close second.

This was true in the census of 1S64 also, out in 1909 Ljmn again

ranked first. It dropped back in 1914 when Brockton reporter*

* "Fifteen years after the arrival of Kertland Lynn was not only
supplying its own inhabitants, but was sending shoes to Boston.
It, however, remained the leading shoe town.* Dpolty - A
"Manual of Shoatmakiiig - p*. 2£2
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products valued at Q<~5,052, 605. , the larrest amount ever reported

"by any city* Brockton and Lynn each reported a value of products

of over ^30 t000 f000 # at both the 1914 and 1909 censuses. Haverhill,

Massachusetts f ranked third, and iMew York, fourth, in 1914 f while

St. Louis dropped from third place to fifth • i'he twelve cities giv-

en in the tale report a combined procuct which forms over 40 v
/o

of the total for the United States.

As has been shown, the center for the hoot and shoe industry

is Massachusetts tfour cities, Brockton, Lynn, Haverhill, and Bos-

ton, make up this center* They, with the surrounding towns, con-

tributed in 1914 §105,572,843. or 20*7 y> of the total value of

products for the United States.

The following tabulation presents statistics concerning the

legal organization of establishments in' the industry for 1914 aid

1909 for fourteen of the more important states.

Hunter of establishments owned by
Individuals Corporations All others

United States 1914
1909

California
Illinois
haine
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
TTew Hampshire
Hew Jersey
Hew York
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Virginia
Wisconsin

Corporate ownership controlled E0 # 6 % of the factories in 1914 as

compared with 45.4 °/o in 1909. 'fhese factories reported rbout th

three fourths of the value of the products at both censuses,

. Digitized by V^OOQlC

387 G86 282
435 610 298

2 9 5
15 23 8
6 38 6

147 188 129
4 18 2
2 12 --

3 46 —
9 56 10
9 21 12

103 87 45
6 52 4

37 61 33— 6 2
11 45 5 * s«e b*cfc



* Census cf Manufactures, 1914
Volume II f Reports for Selected Industries end Detailed

Statistics for Industries "by States, p# 691
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. and gave employment to practically the same proportion of the

average number of wage earners.

"During recent years there has been a tendency to a growth of

large establishments. In 1914, 53.5 tfo of the total value of pro-

ducts was found in establishments, each of which had a product value

of $1,000,000. and over. 96 # of the total value of products was

found in establishments, each having a value of $100,000. and over,

leaving only 4 $ in establishments valued at less than $100,000.

each. The establishments having a value of products amounting to

$100,000. or more each, represented 52 °jc of the total number of es-

tablishments." *

The following tabulation verifies this tendency.

Value of Product 1909 1914

less than $5,000.
§5,000. to $20,000,
320,000. to $100,000.
3100,000. to $1,000,000.
$1,000,000. and over.

For 1914, 137 establishments, or 10.1 $ of the total number in the

industry, each reported products of $1,000,000. or over in value,

as compared with 1£2 establishments or 9.1 <fo of the total for 1909.

For 1914 these 137 establishments reported 50.3 % of the average

number of wage earners, 53.5 $ of the value of products; for 1909

these figures were 46 c
]o and 49.6 fo respectively, showing a marked

tendency toward concentration in the short period of fine years. --

In 1914 the small eatablishments, having products of less than

$5,000. in value— although representing 10.2 % of the total number-

reported less than l/lO of 1 fo om the value of products, Droving

* Federal Trade Commission - Beuort on leather and Shoe Industries.
August 21, 1919.

127 138
£28 £10
303 303
563 567
1££ 137 V. b~*
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Volume II, Reports for Selected Industries and

Detailed Statistics for Industries by states, p.698
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again that the greater amount of the product, by far f is turned out

from large establishments. In 1914 the largest grout) of establish-

ments was reporting products valued at 3lOO f
OOO. to $l f

OOO
f OGO.

This group comprised 41*8 # of the total number and reported 42.7 ^

of the total value of products.

Table V shows the distribution of factories among the states,

for 1914 and 1909, according to method of manufacture. — Of the

total number of boots and shoes manufactured in 1914 41.4 <%> were

made by the welted method, and 37 $ by the McKay method; of the

total number in 1909 35.3 <?<> were welted and 43.2 % McKay, showing

that in 1914 there were more welts and less McKays, showing a ten-

dency toward the better method of making shoes, a natural tendency.

Nearly two thirds of all mens 1 shoes were welted while the large

majority of boys 1 and youths 1 shoes were McKay. Of women's shoes

35 $ were welted, 45.4 McKay, the remainder turned. Of the total

number of slippers, one half were turned, most of which were women's

slippers. Of boys 1 and youths 1 sliprers, there were more McKay

than turned. Of infants f

f 90 $ were turned.

In 1914 the number of welted shoes outnumbered all others in

the states of Massachusetts, Mew York, Illinois, Minnesota, and Mich-

igan. The same may.be said of Illinois, Minnesota, and Michigan

for 1909; in Massachusetts there were more McKay than welted, and

in New York more turned were produced than any other kind. All the

other states (listed in the table) manufactured in 1914 more foot-

wear by the McKay than by any other method except Pennsylvania and

New Jersey which show the largest number of turned. In addition the

table shows that states in which the McKay or turned method predomi-

nated in 1914 reported the same in 1909, except Maine; Maine shows

welted as the largest class in 1909 and McKay as the largest in 1914.
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succeeding year of 1905 were as follows:

1870 -
sf 419,612.

1880 • 441,069.
1890 • 662,974.
1900 • 11,276,656.
1905 - 8,057,697.
1906 - 9,142,748.
1907 - 10,666,949.
1908 - 11,469,559.
1909 - 10,305,814.
1910-.- 12,408,575.
1911 - 13,746,842.
1912 - 16,009,002.
1913 • 18,547,840.
1914 - 18,229,714.
1915 - 24,934,807.

The tables and figures which have been presented should give

an understanding of the magnitude of the boot and shoe industry of

modern times in the United States. This magnitude proves the ex-

istence of a great economic and social system, it proves the result
and is

of American ambition and inventive genius,/ a powerful illustration

of twentieth century progress. To enhance our appreciation of

what American industry has accomplished we have but td present to

our mind f s eye a lapstone, awl, and hammer of one hundred years

ago and a machine such as the Consolidated Hand Method Lasting

Machine,. or the Duplex Byeletting Machine, or any one of the sixty

machines used to-day.

A typical shop of a century ago wherein the "lapstone, awl,

and hanmer method" was used was the Tapley Shop of Lynn. In it

shoemakers toiled upon their individual responsibility. Special-

ization was unknown, for each shoemaker made a pair of shoes com-

pletely. He used the "hand method'', and if he made a pair of

shoes a day his output, was large.

* Cenmu c± _ J.e.uvcj, llii
^

Volume II, ^o:^ ..or^oiecce:

I.iaucuri^w -..".! Del: 11 .L .iji ti- ,ict Jor I-i~~: ^r^i ->J --- ^~ -
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A typical shop of 1850 or f 60 f
just before the LIcKay Sewing

Machine revolutionized the industry - when "devices" supplemented

the work of the hands - was the shop owned by Christopher Bobinson

& Company of Lynn. It was a brick factory, 57x28, two stories

high. Its cellar was used for storing sole leather, its first

floor for cutting upper leather and for offices, and its second

floor for receiving the manufactured shoes as they came from the

employees, and for shipping them to consumers. This firm employed

nine men to cut leather, and sent out the parts which were to be-

come the uppers to 375 men and women to be made up at home. It

produced 115,000 pairs of shoes worth $115,000. each year. Its

daily output was 365 pairs.

A typical factory of to-day, ohe age of machines, is that of

George B. Keith Company of Brockton. This firm began in 1874 with

a capital of ^1,000., ten employees, and an annual product valued

at y20,0G0. In 1910 it had nine factories employing 5,000 persons;

its sales amounted to $12,000,000; and its capacity was 20,000 pairs

of shoes a day.* The Keith Company made more shoes in a week than

the Christopher Bobinson Company made in a year, and the Christopher

Robinson Company made m >re shoes in a day than the Tapley Shop made

in a year.

The outline synopsis on page £5 and the gra^h on page 56 give

a bird's eye view of the development and growth of the industry in

the last century. There are roughly two main periods, the early

struggling period, the time of domestic and town economy when

there were no machines, and the later period of greatly accelera-

* The Keith Company is big er to-day than It was ill 1910. There
are other firms that claim to be bigger; some claim a capacity
of more than 50,000 pairs of shoes a day.
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ted growth, the time of industrial economy when the machines and

the factory flourished.

The industrial Revolution" for the manufacture of boots and

shoes came at ah out the middle of the 18th century. It was due

principally to the McKay Sewing Machine. Other machines which

were of potent influence were the Consolidated Hand Method lasting

Machine, the Rex Pulling Over Machine, and the Goodyear Stitching

and 7/elting Machines. These machines were a powerful impetus to

the development of the industry. Small wonder that there was a

very decided revolution when the industry possesses machines like

the Welt Sewing Machine which makes 500 stitches a minute.

The boot and shoe industry which was started on so simple a

scale by Beard and Rickman in early colonial days has become one of

the chief industries of the nation. "It employs, according to the

United States census for 1909, 185,116 shoe workers, who were paid

$92,359,000. in wages. There were engaged in it 1343 firms with

a capital of ,$197,000, 000. They produced 247,643,197 pairs of

shoes worth $442,631, 000. n * The growth of the boot and shoe indus-

try in the last thirty of forty years has indeed been marvelous.

* Gannon - A Short History of American Shoemaking, p. 63
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An Epitome of the Boot and Shoe Industry.

Domestic & Town
Economy ~

Early<
Period! tools & "devices"

home f itinerant, shop

1810 - Tapley Shop

^ 1860 - C. Sobinson -

Llachines atevolutionize the industry"

1 pair
a day

565 pairs
a day

later
Period

Industrial
Economy

machines

factory

r

k.1910 - G. Zeith - 20,000 pairs
a day
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l

To show how the Introduction of i ac Jiir.es

affected the Production of Boots and Shoos.
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In the days of the Awl, Lap-Stone and Hammer

Interior of a Shoe Shop in the Civil War Period

A Modern Interior
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THB HAZING 07 A G00DYBAB WBIT SHOE

The Factory

The twentieth century shoe factory is as different from the

"10 footer 11 as the twentieth century method of manufacturing shoes

is different from the "lapstone, awl f and hammer method 1^ used in

the "10 footer" shop. One of the most salient defects of the early

19th century workshop is transformed in the 20th century factory

into one of its most salient virtues; the single window is paralleled

to-day "by "walls of windows*. One of the most important considera-

tions at present in building a factory is the securing of sufficient

light for the intricate operations involved in shoemaking. Shoe

factories f therefore, are commonly built in single f long f rectang-

ular buildings, usually fifty feet wlde f varying in length from

two hundred to eight hundred feet. If wings are attached they are

usually fifty feet wide. The most modern structures are made of

steel and concrete t the outer walls largely given up to window space.

The typical shoe factory has four floors and six departments.

The six factory departments are:

1. Upper leather department
2. Stitching department
Z. Sole leather department
4. Making, or Bottoming department,

with the subdivisions of
a. Assembling
b. Lasting
c. Welting

5« Finishing department
6# Treeing, Packing, and Shipping department

Additional departments in large factories are:

1. Heel department
2. Box toe department
3# Box factory
4. Printing department
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Usually the shoe travels from the top floor to the bottom in its

process of construction. The first floor is occupied by the sole

leather department. Here the hides are stored and cut into soles.

The fourth floor is devoted to the cutting of the "uppers" and to

stitching the quarters, vamps, and tips together. The third floor

is devoted to the Making Department. Here the completed upper is

attached to the sole. On the second floor the shoe is finished,

which includes the treeing, burnishing, etc., packed and shipped.

These floors are subdivided into sections, or rooms as they are

called. The last division - treeing, packing, and shipping - are

each separate departments in a large factory, making eight major

divisions rather than six.

The business side of modern shoemaking has definite and num-

erous divisions • Prom 15 to 20$ of the people connected with the

shoe Industry are employed upon its business side* The chart on

page 59 gives a list of the usual business departments and shows

their three fold nature, - the executive control, the maintenance

of business, and the maintenance of manufacture. The divisions

of employment and social service may be regarded as supplementary

to the major divisions or independent of them. The executive

officers who control and work out the policies of the company may

or may hot be stockholders. They are responsible to the stock-

holders for the success of the company. The general offices take

charge of the orders received from the shoe dealers, take care of

the correspondence, of the bookkeeping, and of the credits and col-

lections of the company. They have charge of the purchasing and

and caring for materials used in the manufacture of the shoes, and

of the large and important functions of advertising and of selling

the manufactured goods. The factory offices are those more closely
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The Business Departments of Shoe Manufacture.

Employment
Department

Stockholders

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Directors

President

Vice President

Treasurer

Superintendent
1

Social Service
Department

I
Office Manager

OBUBBAL OFFICES FACTOBY OFFICES J
Order Department Adranee Information Dept.

Correspondence Department Tag Department

Bookkeeping Department Dispatch Department

Credit & Collection Dept. Supply Department

Sales Department Upper Leather Office

Purchasing Department Schedule Department

BecdiTing Department Pay Roll Department

Publicity Department Cost Department

Hailing Department

i&c s"""" Messen/

Allen - The Shoe Industry - t>. 111
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concerned with the process of manufacturing, and are therefore

placed as near the factory departments as possible. They take

charge of the tags which are made up according to the orders re*

ceived by the order department and follow them through the factory.

They provide a schedule of the tiij&e in which shoes shall he made

or passed from room to room. They maintain supplies for all fac-

tory purposes, pay the employees, and supervise the costs of man-

ufacture.

When an order is received in any modern and well organized

factory, the factory management takes the precaution to see that

all the details regarding the samples to which the finished product

shall conform are set down in the order book. 3ach lot is given

an order number and this number, together with the details affecting

the preparation of the shoe upper, are written on tags - one for

each case of shoes - which are sent to the foreman of the cutting

roonu Other tags containing details regarding the sole leather

are sent to the sole leather room, while a third lot is made out

for the guidance of the foreman of the Making or Bottoming room.

s

The Process of Making the Shoe.

The leather used for shoe manufacture is divided into two

general classee f upper leather and sole leather. Upper leather

includes the lighter leather made from kid and goat skins, calf-

skin,: sheepskin, coltskin, and horsehide; sole leather includes

leather made from the hides of large and mature animals, cowhide

particularly. Because of the greater demand for thin leathers

thick hides, such as cow and horse hides, are often solit into

thin layer 8 by machinery and used for uppers.

There are four methods of making shoes to-day, the method
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being determined by the manner of attaching the sole to the upper*

This has always been the most difficult problem of the shoemaker*

The four methods are:

1. The pegged, nailed or Standard screwed,
2. The McKay sewed

9

3* The turned 9 and
4. The Goodyear welt.

Pegs and nails were used to attach the sole to the upper in the

earliest and most elemental method. As indicated a shoe made in

this manner was known as the pegged, nailed, or Standard screwed

shoe. This was improved upon by Gordon McKay, who devised the

method of sewiftg the sole to the upper. The turned method, used

in making fine shoes and slippers for women and children, means

simply that the shoe is made inside out, the sole and upper are

sev;ed together and then turned^ The Goodyear welt method is the

highest type method known to the science of shoenaking to-day.

By this method sole and up^er are also sewed together, but not

directly, for the Goodyear welt method has an improvement on the

McKay method in that a narrow strip of leather, knovrn as the welt,

is first sewed to the upper and then it is sewed to the sole. Tn

the following pages the Goodyear welt method will be described, for

it expresses the acme of what the 20th century has attained in the

science of shoemaking. As such it is almost purely a machine

blade shoe.

The making of a shoe begins simultaneously on the top and

bottom floors of the factory, in the cutting department on the top

floor and in the sole leather department on the bottom floor. In

the cutting room the leather for 4he uppers is cut, but before

that occurs it is measured. The machine which does this is one

of the latest machines Invented and is expressive of the height

of American ingenuity. A .man would have to be a skilled mathe-
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V P^<} v UASii N<? TviK

C»tK filli «^

The
Standard Screwed

Shoe **

The
Perred
Shoe *

^ xLM + i *lq T*ck

'CorK f i Yl \ tf 9

* Allen - The Slioe Industry - p#12B
** Ihid - p. 127
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i Iv,

I I \

The
Goodyear Tfelt

Shoe **

The
'cllar Sev/od

Shoe *

Li p of i**o)e

* Allen - Tlio Shoe Industry - p. 126
Ibid - p. 125**
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matioian to measure the number of squ&re feet in a piece of lea-

ther having irregular edges. nevertheless a machine has been

invented that performs the operations which only a highly trained

man can perform*

The leather comes to the cutting room in bundles
f accompanied

by a tag telling how many square feet in each skin, what kind of

shoe is to be cut, the patterns that are to be used on the job, and

the number of square feet of leather to be used* This work of cut-

ting is not a simple thing, for among other things leather must not

be wasted* A skin is not of uniform quality, the side is of better

quality than the butt, belly, flank, shoulder or head. (See chart

on page 55 showing parts of the skin). The vamps and tips v/hich

must be able to stand the greater wear are cut out of the side.

The various parts which go to make up the upper of the shoe, the

vamps, tips, foxing tongue, backs trap, must be made of a uniform

quality of leather, for all oartd of the same Dair of shoes ought

to wear uniformly. - Prior to the invention of the Ideal Clicking

Machine the cutter did this work by hand. Patterns with metal

edges, called "dies* were placed upon the leather and a small sharr*

knife was run around the edge of the pattern, cutting the leather

to conform to the pattern. This is not only a slow process, but

there is the danger of cutting away form the pattern, thereby wasting

material. The linings and trimmings are a^so cut in the cutting

room. The Ideal Clicking Machine has cutting board very slmilat

to those which were used by the hand workman, and over it is a beam

which can be swung either to the right or to the left, and over any

nortion of the board. Any kind of skin may be placed on the board

and the operator placed a die upon it. Grasping the handle which

is part of the swinging beam, he moves the beam over the die, and
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To show how the "dies Tf

f
the patterns for the parts f

the upper of a shoe, are placed on leather • ITote that
the parts receiving- the :,iost wear, the va:;ps zxid tips,
are placed where the leather is of the "best quality.
Those receiving less wear, the quarters end hack straps,
are placed to the outside where the leather is of poor-
er quality. ITote the economy exercised in the utiliza-
tion of the lea"* her*
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ur>on pressure of the handle a clutch is engaged which brings°^he

beam down, pressing the die through the leather. As sbon as this

is accomplished the beam automatically returns to its full height

and remains there until the handle is pressed a second time.

After the operator of the Clicking Machine has cut tihe parts

according to directions on the tag f those edges which will show

in the finished shoe are skived or thinned down to a beveled edge.

This work is done by the Amazeen Skiving Machine. The edge to be

skived is fed to a sharp revolving disk that cuts it down to the

desired bevel. The machine conforms to <.ll the curves and angles.

Skiving is done so that the edges may be folded to give them a fin-

ished appearance. After the edges are skived cement is applied

and they are fed to a machine which turns vack the edge and pounds

it down.

Aside from the work of skiving tips and folding them, ornamen-

tal perforations are often cut along their edges* This is done very

often by/Crown Tip Punohing Machine, by means of which the piece to

be perforated is placed under a series of dies which out the perfor-

ations into the leather according to a oredetermined design. Some

manufacturers prefer to have this work done with the Hoyal Perfor-

ating Maohine. This closely resembles a sewing machine; the per-

forations are made in single dies or combination dies. One or

more holes are made on each downward movement of the little perfor-

ating tool locked in the head of the machine. This machine is

also used to ornament the edges of vamps and foxings, and the

winged tips seen of many shoes.

On one of the top linings of each shoe there has been stamped

the order number, as well as the size of the shoe for which the

linings were intended. after the linings have been prepared in

accordance with the instructions of the tag, they f in connection
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with the other parts of the shoe f

the outer quarters, the vamps,

the tips, the counters t and the bosings, go to the stitohers t who

sew the parts together. The machine used for this purpose is the

Singer Sewing Machine. These machines are leased to the shoe firms.

The work of fitting consists of numerous individual operations.

The quarters and vamps must be reinforced by pasting cloth on the

back of them t the tongue must have a lining, the tin must be sewed

to the vamp, the box toe must be inserted, the vamps must be sewed

together at the back, they must be stayed, they must be back strapped,

the button fly or eyelet stays, as the case may be, must be sewed

on, they must be top faced, and most important of all, the shoes

must be vamped, i. e., the completed vamps must be sev?ed to the

completed quarters, - all of these are skilled operations. The

stitchers rank second only to the cutters.

Atfrer the upper is fitted it is ready to receive the eyelets.

These are placed with remarkable speed and accuracy by the Duplex

Byeletting Machine. This machine eyelets both sides of the shoe

at one time with bewildering rapidity. The eyelets are placed

seourely directly opposite each other and are spaced accurately.

At this point the shoe upper undergoes inspection by a factory

hand. If it is not up to standard it is put aside for the foreman's

inspection. Yifhen the inspectors work is completed the unper is

finished. The various lots with their tags are sent to the bottom-

ing room to await the coming of the sole leather portions of the shoe.

These have been undergoing preparation in the sole leather room,

where on receipt* of a tag the foreman gives directions for the prep-

aration outsoles, insoles, counters, box toes, and heels, to conform

with the requirements of the order.

In the outting of the sole leather, which .is done on the first

floor, the oroblems which confront the cutter are to avoid all
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1. A last.

2. An upper. .

3. An insole.

4. Shoe lasted and ready to have welt sewed on.
5. Welt partially sewed on.
6. Welt entirely sewed on and shoe ready to have outsole laid.

7. An outsol?.
8. Shoe with outsole laid and rounded. Channel lip turned up

ready to be stitched.
9. Shoe with sole stitched on.

10. Shoe with heel in place.
11. Heel trimmed and shoe ready for finishing.

To show 3teps in process of n:ak.in-

STAf

rcAlt

ITauiGS of different parts of c shoo
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possible waste, to avoid soratches and such defects as would be

detrimental to the finished appearance of the shoe, to be careful

that the best wearing leather is cut into the forepart of each pair

of soles, and to be careful that the two soles are of uniform qual-

ity. In cutting the inner sole, style and finished appearance may

be disregarded, but care must be taken that it is of the proper

thickness and quality to make a foundation for the shoe. Counters

must be light and firm, flexible enough for the comfort of the wear-

er, and firm enough to keep the back part of the shoe in shape during

the full period of its usefulness. Heels may be made from the rem-

nants of leather too small or not good enough for soles and coun-

ters. 3?he bottom lift of the heel, however, must be cut from the

best leather obtainable. After the soles are cut they must be

sorted. The sorter must be a good judge of sole leather, and

must be able to tell at a glance from which part of the hide the

sole has been cut in order to olassify each pair of soles into its

proper grade and wearing quality, thereby producing shoes whose

two soles are of the same quality.

The soles are rougnly died out from sides of leather on large

Dieing-out Machines which press the heavy dies down through the

leather. To make them conform exactly to the required shape they

are generally rounds out on the Planet Bounding Machine, in which

the roughly died out piece of leather is held between clanms, one

of which is the exact pattern of the sole. On starting the machine

a small knife darts around this pattern, cutting the sole exaotly

to conform with it.

The outsole is now passed to a heavy Boiling Machine where it

is subjected to tons of pressure between heavy rolls. This takes

the place of uhe ha. meri.ig which the old time shoemaker gave the
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leather, and brings the fibres very olose together, greatly in-

creasing the wear* The sole is next fed to the Summit Splitting

Machine - Model M f whioh reduces it to an absolutely even thickness.

The insole, whioh is made of very much lighter leather t is

prepared in much the same manner, and receives further treatment.

It is channeled on the Goodyear Universal Channeling Maohine, which

cuts a little slit along the edge of the insole, extending about

one half inch towards its oenter* It also cuts a small channel

along the surface* This lip which has b^een formed by the Goodyear

Channeling Maohine. is now turned up on the Goodyear Lip Turning

Machine, so that it extends out at a right angle from the insole

forming a shoulder against which the welt is sewed. The cut whioh

has been made on the surface inside this lip serves as a guide for

the operator of" the Goodyear Welt Sewing Machine, . which is a very

important machine used later in the process.

The heels have been forme from lifts of leather cemented

together. Ibis pack of lifts is placed under great pressure,

which gives it exact form und greatly increased the wear* The

counters are also prepared in this room as well as the toe boxes

which are later placed between the toe cap and vamp*

When the uppers,, outsoles, insoles, and accessories are com-

pleted they are ready for the fourth and big department, the Mak-

ing of Bottoming Department. How the various parts, 5r "pieces"

of the. shoe, the u^per, the sole, the heel, and the counter, are

put together and the result begins to look like a shoe. In this

department the observer could not mistake the fact that he is in

a shoe factory* - The first operation is to lace the two sides of

the upper together so that the parts of .he shoe may be held in a

symmetrical position while the shoe is being made. This is done

by an ingenious little machine, called the Ensign Lacing Machine,
Digitized byVjOOS K.
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which passes strong twine through the eyelets and in a twinkling Vies

it automatically into a perfect knot.

The uppers, soles', and lasts are now brought together, "assembled 11

,

in the lasting or Assembling Boom# The insole t which conforms exactly

to the shape of the bottom of the last is tacked to it by the Insole

Tacking Machine. The Assembler has soaked the counters in water and

has pasted them into the heel of the uppers The toe box and counter

are placed in position and the upper is drawn over the last. The

workman nov; places this on the spindle of the Bex Assembling Machine,

being careful that the seam at the heel is properly located. He

presses a foot lever and two small tacks are driven part way in f which

hold the upper, counter, and toe box in place temporarily.

The shoe, if it may be called that, is now ready for a very im-

portant operation. It is fed to the Bex Pulling-over Machine- one

of the most wonderful machines us6d in the process. As the parts of

the shoe upper have been cut to exactly conform to the shape of the

last, it is necessity that they should be correctly placed on the last

to secure the desired results. The pincers of this machine grasp the

leather at different points on each side of the toe, and the Operator,

standing in a position from which he can see when the up^er has been

placed exactly in the center, presses a foot lever, the pincers close

and draw the leather securely against the last. The machine halts.

By moving other levers the workman is able to adjust the shoe uriper

aocurately so that each part of it lies in the exact position it was

intended when the shoe was designed. By again pressing a foot lever

the pincers move toward each other ai}d draw the leather securely around

the last. At the same time there are driven automatically part way

in three tacks on each side and one at the toe to hold the u^rer se-

curely in position.
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The shoe is now ready for the process known as lasting. This

is one of the most difficult and important parts of shoemaking, for

upon the success of this operation depends ih a great measure the beau-

ty and comfort of the shoe. The Consolidated Hand Method Welt Lasting

Machine t
which is used for this purpose t

takes its name from the almost

human way in which it performs this part of the work. It draws the

leather around the last evenly and tightly, permitting no wrinkles.

At each pull of the pincers a small tack driven automatically part

way in holds the edge of the upper exactly in place t
so that in the

finished shoe every part of the upper has been stretched in all direc-

tions equally. The toe and heel are especially difficult to last

properly. A special machine, the United Shoe Machinery Company last-

ing Machine Ho. 5, known as the "bed type" or as the Bed Machine, has

been devised for this particular part of the lasting process. It is

provided with a series of wipers which draw the leather over at the

toe and heel. After the leather has been brought smoothly around the

toe it is held there by a fine wire fastened on each side of the toe

which holds securely the leather which has been crimpled in. The sur-

plus leather crippled in at the heel is forced smoothly down against

the insole and is held by tacks.

In the lasting operation a surplus amount of leather is left at

the toe and a smaller amount around the sides. The leather at the

toe is removed by the Hex Upper Trimming Machine by means of which a

small knife cuts a^ay the surplus leather, and simultaneously a small

hammer operating in connection with the knife pounds the leather smooth

along the sides and toe of the shoe. The counter and leather around

the heel must also be pounded so that the stiff portion of the shoe

will conform to the shape of the last. This is done by the Bex Pound-

ing Machine. The Takk Pulling and Besetting Machine is used at this

point to pull the lasting tacks, simultaneously setting other tadks
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Before the shoe goes to the Goodyeair room it comes into the hands

of the Crowner. The Crowner is briefly the inspector.

In the Goodyear room the shoe goes through the process of Goodyear

v/elting, that unique process which makes the shoe what it is. The

welt is simply a narrow strip of leather, which is insered between the

upper and the sole. Its purpose is to avoid a seam on the inside of

the shoe. The v:elt is placed on the insole
f
being sewed from the in-

side lip of the insole in such manner that the needle passes through

the lip, upper, and v;elt
f uniting all three securely and allowing the

welt to protrude* The needle in making this stittfh does not go inside

the shoe but passes through ohly a portion of the insole, eliminating

inseam sewing stitches* This was formerly one of the most difficult

and laborious tasks in shoemaking. As it was performed entirely by

hand, the drawing of each stitch depended entirely upon the strength

and mood of the workman. "It is, of course, obvious that with diff-

erent operators stitches were oftentimes of different lengths and drawn

at different tensions; for human nature is much the same everywhere,

$nd it is therefore impossible for a workman who has labored hard all

day to draw a stitch with the same tension at ni^ht as wes possible in

the morning".* By the welt method seams on the inside of the shoe

are obviated, for the outsole is sewed directly to the welt. "The

Goodyear Welt Sewing Machine is the machine which accomplishes this;

it has been the leading factor in the great revolution which has taken

place in the manufacture of shoes. Its work should be carefully noted-

all stitches are of equal length and measured automatically, the strong

linen thread thoroughly vexed and drawn evenly and tightly; for the

* Goodyear Welt Shoes- V. S. U. Co* p. 26
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machine never tires and draws its thread as strongly in the

evening 88 in the morning • Svery completed movement of the

needle forms a stitch of great strength, which holds the

welt, upper and insole securely together*.

The surplus portions of the lip, upper, and welt which

protrude "beyond the stitches are trir/med off by the Goodyear

Inseam Trimming Machine. This has a revolving cup-shaped

knife which trims off the surplus leather very smoothly down

to the stitches. The tacks which hold the insole in its

proper position on the last are now pulled out by the Insole

Tack Pulling Machine.

It is necessary that the welt stand out evenly and

rigidly from the side of the shoe, and especially at the

curve of the toe where there is a natural tendency for it to

draw. This is accomplished by the Goodyeer Welt Beating and

Slashing Machine in which a little hammer vibrating very

rapidly beats the welt, and a little knife makes a series of

cuts diagonally along the edse of the welt so as to relieve

the tension on the outer edge of it. Before attaching the

outsole, the shank, which is the arch, usually made of steel

or wood, muf:t be cemented into position. The bottom of the

shoe is not level. A space, the thickness of the welt occurs.

If this were not filled there wor id be on air space between

the insole and outsole. This is overcome by simply filling

in the space with a mixture of earth, Cork and tar.

The shoe is now nearing completion in so far as its

construction, the putting together of the parts of which it

is composed, is concerned. It still lacks the outsole and

heel. To attach the outsole the first step is to coat the
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the insole and the attached welt with cements After the cement

has dried slightly the almost completed shoe and outsole comes

into the hands of the operator of the Goodyear Improved Leying

Machine. A rubber pad or mould, shaped to conform to the curve

in the sole, is placed in the machine just below a spindle

which is suspended from above. The shoe which has had the out-

sole pressed upon it is placed on the swindle. The operator

presses the foot lever which causes the arm to descend and the

shoe is forced down into the mould. Here it is allowed to re-

main long enough for the cement to properly set. The operation

is repeated on e duplicate part of the machine so one shoe is

under pressure while another is being prepared.

The next operation is that of trimming the sole and welt

so that they will protrude a uniform distance from the edge of

the shoe. This is done by the Goodyear Universal Bounding and

Channeling Machine* It gauges the distance exactly from the

edge of the last. The operator is able to change the width of

the edge at will so that it Day be greater on the outside of

the shoe than on the inside, or so that it may be considerably

reduced in the shank. Simultaneously with the rounding opera-

tion the machine cuts a channel, or slit, along the edge of the

sole in much the same manner es the work was done on the insole.

The only part which now remains to be attached is the heel.

It is nailed to the shoe by the loose Hailing Machine. This

Machi.ie is able to drive 350 small brass nails per minute auto-

matically and space them. The nails are driven through insole,

outsole, tad. ore clinched inside the heel.

The Goodyear Universal Rounding Machine does not round off

the portion of the outsole j?t the heel. After the heel has been
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placed, this is ace cmplished by a rounding machine especially

for this purpose, the Goodyear Heel-seat Rouriding Machine.

Another minor operation is that of turning up the li^ of the

channel which was cut by the Bough Rounding Machine. This is

done by the Goodyeer Channel Opening Machine in whi ch a little

wheel, turning very rapidly, lays the lip smoothly back.

The shoe now goes through another very important process,

that of stitching the outsole to the welt. The Goodyear Oat-

sole Rapid Locksmith Llachine sews the outsole to the welt in •

much the same manner as the Goodyear 7/elt Sewing Llachine sewed

the welt to the upper. The stitch, however, is finer end ex-

tends from the channel in the outsole, which was cut for it,

to the upper side of the welt, where it shows when the shoe is

finished. Waxed thread is used, and the lockstitch formed is

a most durable one. The curved needle used in this machine

makes it possible to sew even in the narrow edge of the shank.

In connection with this machine there is also a bobbin winder,

which winds the bobbin used in the rotating shuttle of the

machine.

The lip of the channel is now folded down aga:nst the

sole. This minor process requires two machines for its execu-

tion. The inside of the channel is first coated with cement

by the Star Channel Cementing Machine which is provided with

a special brush used for the purpose. After the cement has

been allowed to set t sufficient length of ti.e, the lip is

forced into its original position by the second machine, the

Goodyear Channel Laying Machine in \ hich a rapidly revolving

wheel provided with a peculiar arrangement of flanges forces

the lip back into pisce, securely hiding the stitches from
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The sole now passes through the process of leveling, one

of the most interesting in the shoeinaking process. This is

for the purpose of removing every possibility of any unevennese

remaining on the bottom of the shoe. The Goodyear Automatic

Sole Leveling Machine is provided with two jacks, on one of

which the operator places a shoe to be leveled. It is held

securely by the spindle and a toe rest t £-n& on pressure of a

foot lever, the shoe passes automatically beneath a vibrating

roll under heavy pressure with a vibrating motion. This roll

moves forwtrd over the sole of the shoe down into the shank,

passes bach ag in into the toe, then cants to the right, and

repeats the operation on that side of the shoe, returning to

the toB and canting ag in to the left, repeating the operation

on that side; after which the shoe automatically drops forward

and is relieved from pressure.

The shoe apr-ears now to be almost finished. Only the

heel remains to be attached but several machines are necessary

to attach the het 1 and finish the shoe.

The American Lightning Wailing Machine nails the heel to

the shoe in the marner intimated. The shoe is placed on a jack,

the sole uppermost. The heel nails which have been stuck into

the holes of a steel plate which has the form of the heel, are

swung into position exactly over the heel &n& dropped automati-

cally into still another plate. They are now exactly over the

points at which they are to be driven. On pressure of a foot

lever the lightning work is accomplished - the nails are driven

by the machine with one motion through the heel, upper and in-
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sole, and clinched back into the leather. The heads of the

nails are left slightly protruding above the heel to receive

the toplift which is now placed in position. This tonlift has

been previously prepared from the bert grades of leather and

been subjected to immense pressure to weld the fibres of the

leather very securely together and to give it shape. By the

process known as "blind nailing 11 the toplift is attached to

the heel. Some cement has been applied to its surface
f

it is

placed in position, end by the pressure of a lever it is press-

ed down over the heeds of the nails*

The next machine drives the small pieces of brass or

other metal, called "slugs 1* which increase the wearing quality

of the heel. This is done by the Universal Slugging Machine.

The slugs are accurately placed to any desired number, the

machine automatically driv\ng and cutting them off as they are

drawn from a continuous coil of wire which is shown above the

machine*

•

The Ultima Heel-Trirjning Machine does what its name indi-

cates. Two very rapdily revolving knives, which revolve at the

rate of 1100 revolutions per minute, cut away all the rough and

surplus portions of the leather, leaving the edge of the heel

smooth and with the exact contour intended. A blower removes

all scrap and dust*

The breast of the heel, or that portion whi ch extends over

the sole at the shank, is now trimmed evenly across and with

the desired slant by the Imperial Heel-Breasting Ilachine, Model

B. This machine is provided with adjustments which make it

possible to force a curved Iriiife through the various lifts
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of leather with one clean thrust, the curve of the knife exactly

conforming to the "bevel of the sole*

The heel is now polished or scoured. Two machines do

this. The Breast Scouring Machine has two belts which run over

a form the same shape as the breasting knife. The operator

holds the shoe up eg: inst the form and the belt. The belt,

made of emery cloth, scours the breast perfectly smooth. The

Heel Scouring Machine is provided with two wheels which are

covered with felt pads. These in turn are covered with emery

paper, the one wheel having a coarse paper, the other a fine

paper. As these revolve the operator holds the heel against

them, being careful not to permit the upper to come in contact

with the wheel. The rough scouring is done first, followed by

the fine scouring.

The edge, or forepart of the shoe, including the outsole

and the welt, which was left slightly rou^h from the chopping

motion of the knife on the Universal Bounder, is now made even

and smooth and with just the desired bevel on the edge of the

sole, by the Edge Trimming Machine. The operator of this

machine must have £ keen eye and steady nerve, for he must

bring the edge of the sole in contact with a little wheel, in

which there are a series of blades, to trim away the surplus

leather smoothly and evenly. The last operation in the Bottom-

ing Boom is known as jointing. The Jointing Machine completes

the work of the Bdge Trimming Machine. It has three smaL 1

knives which work together and leave the edge uniform with the

heel seat.

The shoe hjw proceeds to the last department, the finish-

ing Department. It meets with the Hadaway Stitch Separating
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Machine, and it does what its name indicates; the stitches

on the upper side of the welt are separated so that each

shows more distinctly. A little tool in this machine makes

a series of indentations betv.een the stitches giving them

an even and pleasing appearance. This foim of ornamenta-

tion is in universal use, and its artistic application is

considered one -f the fine points in show making. In some

instances it is preferred that the stitches made by the Good-

year stitcher should be drawn into the welt slightly below

its surface. This is called a fudge stitch and when it is

used an impression wheel makes a series of indentations on

the surface of the welt very similar to those made by the

Stitch Separator. The little indentations are 1-iter burnish-

ed on the Goodyear Impression Stitch Burnishing Machine. "As

it is necessary that the edge of the shoe also should have

a durable and burnished finish, it is taken to the operator of

the. Twin I3dge Setting Machine, in which there are tvo hot

irons vibrating very rapidly. By holding the edge of the shoe

to these irons, they are uade to move with great rapidity over

the surface to which they are applied, with much the same mo-

tion with which the old-fashioned shoemaker applied his rubbing

stick to the edge of the shoe, only the vibrations are exceed-

ingly rapid .
ft *

2he surface of the toplift mast also be scoured. This

is done by the Top Piece Sanding Machine - Model G, in vhich

the surface of the toplift is tressed against the sanded face

of a large revolving disk*

* Goodyear 'Telt Shoes, U.S.M.Co. p. 39
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The heel now receives its finish. This consists in

inking, waxing, and polishing it. After it has been treated

with a special ink it is pressed against the wheel of the

Xpedite Finishing Machine Llodel BB. This wheel is peculiarly

constructed; it is made up of a namber of segments vlich

lie diagonally across its surface end conform to the varying

shapes of heels. A little c' isk, which is heated, carries to

the heel a peculiar hot wax. This disk applies the wax to the

heel by a series of rubbing blows which beat it very thoroughly

into the heel. It is then presented to a quite rapidly

revolving brush, which also is a part of this machine, and

which brings it to a perfectly smooth surface of unusual

brilliancy.

This completes the heeling. The s _oe
f
as a whole, now

received a general TTgoing ov^r". The stains which may have

made their appearance on the sole of the shoe in the various

operations through which it has passed are removed on the

Buffing Machine - Model G, in which two rapidly revolving

rolls covered with sandpaper remove all blemishes. This

particalar buffing does not, however, remove all possible

blemishes. The sole needs to be finished. This occurs on

the Haumkeag Buffing Machine which is entirely different from

the above. In this machine a little pad of rubber covered

with very fine emery pap^r revolves about 7000 times per

minute. The rapidity with which this revolves coid burn

anything with w/.ich it c canes in contact, but this is prevented

by distending the rubber pad with a constantly renewed supply

of aid from an air pump which is a part of the machine. Th;8
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combination .eives the sole end. shank a beautiful velvety

appearance, end makes possible a most desirable bottom

finish.

The bottom has not yet been stained with black. This

is done now and brought to a high polish by the various brushes

of the Climax Finishing Shaft. These Climax brushes are used

for various purposes, '
, end through the various brushes

and rolls on this shaft the fine finish of shoes is accomplished,

A sne ciel machine, the Stitch and Up er Cleaning llachine, is

used to clean and polish the stitches in the welt.

The last over which the shoe was drawn in the Llaking

Department has been allowed to remain in place throughout

the process of construction. Before it is withdrawn, and

before the final machine operation with which the shoe meets,

the "treeing* or Ironing, the taanufacturer f s tr&de mark is

placed on the sole or shank of the shoe in order that the

quality of his shoes may be recognized. This is done by the

Regent Stamping llachine - e remarkable machine whereby the

operator is enabled to press the heated die against the sur-

face under sny pressure from 10 to 10,000 lbs.

The Miller Shoe Treeing Llachine performs the final opera-

tion. The shoe is drawn from the last and placed over a form

on the machine which is the shi pe of the last but is not as

large. On pressure of a foot lever the form is made to expand

until it fills it. The various hot tools are used to iron it;

it is ironed Oxi ell sides, up the front, from toe to top, ur>

and down the sides and up and down the back, "^very semblance

of a wrinkle must dissppe> r. Trie releasing of the foot lever
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causes the form within the shoe to contract and the shoe is

removed. Those shoes which are to he creased across the vamp

are placed over the horn of the Improved Creasing Machine

which makes three creases across the vainp where it would

naturally crease or "break where the foot is bent.

After a final dressin- and brushing by hand to remove

every semblance of dust or dirt, and after :

pinsl inspection,

the shoes are sent to the packers in the Shipping Department

who sort them for size and width, pack them in cartons and

send them out to the trade. And the consumer is supplied with

the Goodyear 7elt shoe, a product of American ingenuity, which

involved the efforts of 123 pairs of hands and 58 highly

developed machines.
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The following cuts show the establish-

ment of the United Shoe Machinery Com-

pany, v.hich is locate! at Beverly,

Lassachueetts, and some of the machines

made by the firm.
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rhe History of Labor Organizations connected witn the

Eoot ana Shoe Industry

.

to cite the tirst labor organization in tne toot an^ snoe

inuu3try- ii ia necessary to go back to aa early as 1648, ani to

me stare m win on the snoe inaustry Kas bcrn an a wnicn nas al-

ways naci tne lion's snare oi tne industry,- ilassacnuse tt3. Mass-

achusetts "colony" in 1643 permitted tne organization of tne first'

union, "The Co. pany of Shoemakers". The reason for tne oririna-

tion 01 tnis "-ill", as it r.*as called, was tne attea.pt to suppress

inferior shoemakin-. On account of the complaints 01 tne •dan.a^e*

wnici; tne country sustained ' by me occasion of baa ware 1 tne shoe-

makers were permit ted to rneet, elect a n.a3ter, two wardens, four

or six associates, a ' elarke 1

, a sealer, a searcher, ani a beadle

;;ho should :;overn t~e trade". Officers were ?iven autnority to

exanr.ne tne shoemakers ana to suppress anyone whom they did not

believe n tc be a sufiieient workman 11 ana to reflate tne work of

xi.cse w..o were approved. Tne colonial authorities protected

themselves frciL tne abuse 01 these peters by placing tne deter-

mination of dirficult cases in tne hanas of tne county jua^s.

Two restrictions were placed upon tne ciiicials ot the company.

mey couia net "i nuance the prices of boote3, snooes or wares",

an: they couia not reiuse to make shoes for inhabitants "of their

owne leatnei for tne ure of \he.it. selves and families" if required

by tne latter.

a
This corporation presented/ transition sta~e, that of tne

itinerant shoemaker wcrkir 7 ^v tne rr material telonrrinr to his

* Commons, Labor ana Administration, p.^221
** I ia, p. 233
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easterner in the hone of the customer^to the state of the set-

tled shoemaker working up his ov;n material in his own shor> to the

order of his customer. The fact of the existence of the itiner-

ant shoemaker was the cause of the inferior shoemaker which made a

11company of shoemakers" necessary. He was a serious menace to

the better trained shoemaker who worked in his own shor, , with his

ov/21 tools, on his own materials, and had the disadvantage of wait-

ing for his customers to come* The itinerant escaped supervision

Ly his fellow craftsmen. He owned only his tools - his custom-

er to whom he went 07.ned the workplace, the raw material, the lod-

ging, and the food supplies of the shoemaker. This condition

was disadvantageous to him in that he had to work in a new nlace

for each order, and the work place aid not have the convenience

and ec.ui^ment for speedy and efficient work. The fact of his

having to seek his customer was a disadvantage also.

T ..is Boston guild represented the union in one person of

the three later separc tea classes, the merchant, the master, the

journeyman. "TJaoh of these classes has had a se^ar^te functioi.

The merchant function controlled the kind and quality of the wor 1

:,

and its remuneration came from the ability to drive the "barge in

with the customer in the process of adjusting -nrice to quality.

The master function controlled the workplace, the tools and equip-

ment, and passed along to the Journeyman the orders received from

the merchant, the remuneration coming from the management of cap-

ital and lahor. Tne Journeyman function was remunerate:* according
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o skill :.ni quality cf crk, cyeed cf cut;/,, ^nh a t..c;:it an.

^-eularity cf ei^lcynerr:.

ci eii.x ioycr 3

In 1759 the first trade ur.icn, Tee r c-i;ty of ?:*ster ~crd-

,
;;;:• pr-ani^ed. This v us an or ~y.r.i,;ati : n n.cre rrc^erly

than eeloyees. Tiese fct^ter? united in their func-

tion of rc~.il iiereh,.nt rather than in cneir function cf e.Tlcy-

cr. They ';. ;vt i./^ny inconveniences under ?;ki?n tney l.rbored and

they ?.
:

i'-:ne:i to re: edy theu. Tec cf tr.e:,. in : ^rtic. Irr -ere the

repetition cf r^c^ -rr^ie* cf -code offered for 3ale at t..e

"iv^ii^ i,;:l:t: n
) _,d the repetition c: i:^tcr: -he offered t.u'-

f-iin prices ty yr.Mic advertisement. Aiixn- the quo lif i c. tionc

for ^euberene into this society 7.3.3 tne fcilcrin~: c r^ocn

si. all be electee a naudoer of tr.is eo^eity v. ho offers for sale

any loco-, crce-:, etc, in tr.e ^uv lic market cf trip city cr uc-

vertise:- the ^ rices of his v:ork in on" of the rv>lic y^-c~~ or

hand Vills, -0 Ion - e: he continue? in the ?e r r-- ctices" . In la-

ter 3 tee 3 t:e ectere "ere or-^r.ized in tneir function c: cn:.-

^Icyer. r::e early crourio~ticn re -a 1- tea yricec. In toe early or--

"anijatien tne 'curreou :n f
3 inte:eot ?as the s<.e -;

• r C - c ^ I -

^ V

Ti:e develcyi.cn: of the ..arket, v.r.ieh is sc vio.i a

in toe eccnco.ic histcrv cf t:

et .. e ? . ^rr .e ^oke t c ::

. 3: ce inau

io tne e .a

v oot3 .no

- -^ j' >
on at c

* . J. ; w m L *
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i. c. cf Cn the crair c: hi,-i ?i.?tc:.r:3. /d c t 172^ in ,.r_a a cut

Hii 1 . de 1* hi _, tne retiil .-;.cr ct.-. -c- j c/.ile... Thi - cCvicteJ a

wider 4
.. -rket. Inve 5 t.i.c:; t cf cyit^l, re: .,_teri;l, fi niched

rrcdtctD, ~:d pe. ten 1 credit" -ere tne ec:nc.,i: I otcr: :d?h e:-

te ed. Tne w.-teri.I\ias ivcr. tc the :cumey:,.\;c tc he ... -.de in tic

:.c:.ca ^c hrccn.t h_k tc tne sre^c °: in .:_:

:rk tr.c e v;a .v

_ ,. rr, „ v- n re ^i?tc: 7; 13 net crcy retail

rrerhi:.: k:t ei^lcyer %v well. In the trird cs^e, vdi-h v.a.3

known ^: the vr.clesj.le etjee, the :,;^te ecu r t Vfcrei-n l^rket.

He carried san.jle? tc distant :..e:-or int v ^r,a tech crJcr; :c: ~~ecd-

tc he- ivtC' r.ide and delivered, he vecce 1 wr.clesale ucrcc^nt c.

;lc>er c. rryirc a larger ai.cur.t' cf varitel invested in u.vtcvc.l x\

in rrcduct*. It v. 1 : r.c^e^f^r;' tc hive lender credit'- and j. lir~e:

r h "cr-rur.her cf •cumeyicn. Tc tnc "he evoke" vcrk

^ X X X cent deetinaticnt for hi.

The ""evycke" :ts tne cu3tc.a trivet offered hy tnc veii-tc-

do for the highest },.ality cf .vcrk at the hi he~-t level of cc.;e-

titicn. "fktj-" :;crk had the re t di rctrkct cf le^j r;rti? i-ir CJ3-

tc.ers at x rider, v
- t lcv.^r l r ve 1 cf ^gj : e ti ti en ..n^ ^u.-.lity.

" Crier" vcrk ha:, tne rr.cJLe^tle n.-rket ^.hi^h " r

;,t it a loner level

cf etrerncus ^cryetiticn \n^ v cc;: vcre c: indifferent c^jiity.

1-cr n L^rket n .vcrk tr.ere ~\- tre ?te ^ ;c lrii? .;rket ^enaistinyef

the yccrest -v^ic;. e : 2 . Here -;:: fcund the lore : t level c:

titicn vni^-h irderriric: ecye^i:lly the ?r:: -crh i r vel, t:

ser decree tne crder vcrk level, na "^ :
>-,

e ly tc^i.irc the 'e ; :/.e

\j .. ^.

Le^-

ievcl. "It t:.- -i-enir. 4..-.ri.et= -ith tr.cir 1
^ T - ...
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level- cf -Cu.:ctiticr. ina c^Uity, hat witrcv.t ,ny :h r -c in the

^ear.c cf jrcdv.rticn, tr^t Tretrayel trr pi::i 4.ivf identity cf ^u.--

ter and ;; c.rneyr/. n ocrd~-ir:^r i.r;' r^lit tr.eir ^c.^vr.i tv cf inter-

est intc e;*.r lcyers ' aeecci tier. 'T. i tr .ie r.ri:r. ft n
? e atretic

ccc.rred net is a re.r it cf ?h'r^-.: in tool.- cr netrc;~s cf ;rc-

ducticn, ht directly a: a res.lt ci' m.r.'t; in /..arkete. It ->?

a strayle en tr^ r art ci tne a.erch ?.r.t e::.rlcyer to rcyeirc tic ..in-

i:;.u^ n /_ 1 i ty c: -'crl: fcr e cr. ci' h in ..-.r/.et? ira lower r^tet cf

w.rxc in v.crk aestined fcr wiaor and lever u.;let?. Tt -a:; a

etr. r^le en tre r^rt cf the ^ cr -neya. :r fcr tne z ...:r a.iniuu. v/^es

en work fcr t i?r. :*.;rket, he t "itr tre c;ticn cf .; ri~r.fr v. ye en

-ark fcr a higher .rr'^t. Tre .ecnfliet c-:..e ever t.
w e w.*--: tr.d

^/ality cf work destirei fcr tre ;.i-e;t, lowest ^rr ne.e = t ...-':het.

It •: i'£ the third cr evrcrt ?t-~e.cf tre r-.^riet -. i tr it:- vrole-

3^ie "cner" work tr.it separated tre interest ef tne v
- e rney^an

fro:;, tr.e interest* cf t: e .:.a?tcr. dtrl.et wcrk :r: a U3iiace :c tne

jCvmeyurJa v;rts en erer wcrk, ana t rrenace tc the :tcr f
c V^i-

tess ae retail rtcrekee^er. It : is "crier" -crk ^nicr eeru.ij.tel

the::..

Thus the organisation of ranters a-corain~ to their employer

function as compared vith their former or rani ^ati :>n acco.ainy to

their merchant function cau3ed a n re- a li jnrLent of per ronne 11. *

Both the eiLr lcyer ana tne vorkrnan en hi ph clas3 custom work

"scabhed" on their respective cla?3 or -ani-aticn atracrrling to con-

trol w.acle sale -order work. Several steps in this ill Tin.ent of in-

* '.'c^cna, Labor and Ad<~inistr iticn, p. 2V.
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merest 3 appeared in the history of the journeymen 1

3 soceity. The

fir3t soceity of journeymen was organized in 1793, two years after

the iiid.3ter f a soceity had dissolved. It was secret; it did net sub-

mit a scale of prices to the employers, and it did not call a

strike, b. t each member took a "solemn oath 11

, "I Till support such

and 3uch wi^s to the utmost of my power, etc."* Some secretly

violated tne pledge. A repeal of this affirmation was requested

which broke up the socf^ty in 1793. This rai3ed the price of sr.oes.

In 1794 a permanent 30c^tfty was organized which continued until

1306. In 1794 and in 1796 it secured an increase in the price of

shoes. These increases affected only 6hcp and bespoke work. Be-

spoke and 3hop work was sold to customers at $3.75, but order work

vvas sold to retailers at £l.S0. Thus for normally the same quali-

ty of shoe the journeymen f s soc**ty wa3 able almost to double it3

v,a~es in the custom and retail work, tut. had broucht about an in-

crease oi only a few cents on the wholesale-order work. Tne em-

ployer as retail merchant give to ni3 employees an advance out of

the advanced retail price of his goods, but a3 wholesale mercnant

he .vas net able to ;ive a 3imilir advance. The better class of

worjeingmen gravitated towards custom and retail u'ork, an^ the in-

ferior workingman gravitated towards wholesale work; so what wa3

originally the same quality of work and nominally remained the

same became eventually different in quality.

This variation of price and quality is observed also in the

price of boots. In 1793 they were made for c'1.40 a pair, ana in

1796 at £3.75 a pair, tut the working-men conceded that they snould

••^ommons, Labor and Administration, p. 337.
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sake orier work at ^2,50 in order to encourage the exportation

trade. In 1798 at the time of the cholera epidemic they were paid

only £2.35. They struck. The employers granted them their de-

mands, but in 1799 they efiected an organization ani ordered a re-

tarn to the former wa/.es. A strike and lockout followed which con-

tinued nine or ten weeks, and ended in a compromise . In 1804 there

was another brief strike which the journeymen won, ani were paid

53,50, This led to tne obstinate strike of 1805 in which the

journeymen demanded a flat increase to £'3.00 on wholesale and re-

tail work. "Eut the employers had perfected their organization and

their li3t of prices made no mention of order work. The working-

men lost and had to accept the employer's liat. The price paid on

custom work had advanced from £1.40 in 1 739 to $3.75 in 1806 while

the price on wholesale work oi the same quality wa3 left oren to

individual bargains. As in the case of snoes tne differentiation

in prices led to a differentiation in quality. (The custom and re-

tail work had trie superior workmen).

characteristic features of the retail and wholesale order

stares of the industry must be noted. The master workman at the

retail stare has added a stock of finished 3°o^a to ^is business of

custom work. Tnis requires a shop on a business street with high

rents. It involves alec a certain amount of capital tied up in

short credits and accounts with customers. In the shop is the

stock of raw material besides the finished and partly iinished

roous. Tne merchant function has become paramount and ha3 drawn
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with it the maste:* function. The two functions have equipped

themselves with capital - merchant's capital-in the form of fin-

ishea stock, retail store ana snort credits; employer's capital

in the form of raw material undergoing manufacture by workmen under

instructions. The journeyman ia left vrith only hi 3 hand tools and

his home workshop. Thus it is the retail market wnich has separ-

ated ti.e laborer from the merchant. Eacn has two different ob-

jects. Labor's outlook is solely for wa^es. The merchant out-

look is for quality and prices. There is no antagonism because

the employer function is as yet at a minimum. Profit is more de-

pendent on increasing prices than on reducing: wages. The journey-

men a:.e able almost to double their wa.^ea without a strike for the

merch?.nts pass the increase along to the customers.

V'hen the wholesale order stare is reached conditions are

chan^ed. The merchant adds heavy expense for solicitation and

transportation. He adds a storeroom and a larger stock of goods.

Ke holds the stock a longer time ana "gives long and perilous

credits".* He meets competitors from other centres of manufacture

and he cannot pas3 along his increased expenses. Consequently the

wage -bar gain assumes importance and the employer -function is para-

mount. The conflict between capital and labor i3 on.

In 1535 in the city of Philadelphia the United Peneficial So-

ceity 01 Journeymen Cordwainers took the lead in bringing together

the several trade
m
socei ties of Philadelphia into the first great

Commons, Labor and Administration, p. 240.
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general ten hour strike in the country. The causes of tnis strike

was the dropping of wa^es on a pair of toots from $3.75 to fl.13^,

the dropping of tne weekly wage from #9.00 ana $10.00 to $4.00 and

.53. 00, and the requirement that workmen work fourteen hour 3 a day.

Other skilled workmen were earning 7 3.00 to #12.00 a week
f
often

working only ten hours a day. This depression began with an un-

fortunate experiment of the journeymen in "opening 3hops for tne

manufacture of cheap goods 11 * for the purpose of winnin- a strike,

and by the appearance of tne merchant capitalist or the whole sale

manufac turer. He made large quantities of shoes and sold at re-

duced prices, while those who had served their time at the trade

and haa an anxious desire to fester and cnerish its interests had

to abandon the business or enter the system of manufacturing on a

large scale. Ey making "heap work triple the quantity had to be

made to obtain a living. This caused at dull seasons a surplus of

work in the market. The larger manufacturers, taking advantage

of the times, compelled their journeymen to make tneir work super-

ior so that it was brought into competition with first rate work.

This lessened the quantity of first rate work made, and the jour-

neymen, formerly working for employers who gave them $3.75 for each

pair, were forced to seek employment from the very men who had

ruined tneir business.

Employers also were in a dubious position. They agreed to

aid ml encourage labor and to raise prices instead of reducing

wages. Nine months later, because of the exactions of the union

Commons, Labor and Administration, p. 243.
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ana their inability to control the merchant capitalist they were

forced to take an opposite si and. They organized an employers 1

association*

Due to improved metnods of transportation and progress of

the bankin; and credit system the merchant capitalist had the ad-

vantage. He could convert customers 1 credits into tank credits

ana wa3 able to stock up a surplus or goods in advance of actual

orders. Tne market became speculative ana the warehouse of the

wholesale merchant master took the place of tne retail capitalist.

T:ie former master became the small manufacturer or contractor,

selling his proauct for the wholesale manufacturer, the merchant

capitalist. Due to tne latter 1 a wide range of option in tne pur-

chase of goods he was able to compel masters and journeymen to

compete severely against each other. He coula find new fields

for cheap ,\*ork - he used prison and convict labor ana he could

have his snces male in distant localities. He had the'option of

all the ditte:ent methods of manufacture anl shop organization.

Be coala employ journeymen as cutters, fitters and pattern ma-

kers. He cculi employ them in tneir homes to take out material

and return finished work. He could employ small contractors, tne

specialized successors of the master cordwainer, who in turn em-

ploy one to a dozen journeymen. Hy division of ljbor an. 1

, team

work he introduced tne sweatin^ system. The mercnant capitalist

not only intensified tut createa the antagonist between capital

and labor. He did i t by forcing the separation of the function3-

tne employer function ana tne retail mercnant function.

he took to himself the wholesale business and leit to tne meronant
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the retail trade. He could buy ana sell in large quantities.

He assembled tne cneap products of Ubor, oi distant localities,

of sweat shops. He informed himself of markets and beat down the

charges for transportation.

he took to himself also the employer function leaving the

retail merchant stripped of it. The retail mercnant could no.

longer afford to employ journeymen on "shop 11 work, for he could

buy more cheaply 01 tne merchant capitalist.

Thus tne merchant capitalist stripped tne former merchant

master both of his market and his journeymen. The wholesale mar-

ket he took to himself, and tne journeymen he handed over to an

employer, who was tne "boss", or tne specialist in wage bargain-

ing. Tnis employer was one without capital for he rented the

wcrksnop, tne mercnant capitalist owned tne raw material, the

journeymen owned the tools. He was not a capitalist nor a mer-

chant, for his profits did not arise from transforming raw ma-

terial into lini3hed product nor did tney arise from selling the

finished proauct. Hi3 profits came solely out oi wages and work.

He organized tne workmen in teams wit; tne work subdivided in or-

der to lessen dependence on skill and to increase speed of out-

put. He played tne skilled against tne unskilled, tne speedy

against the slow, and reducea wa^es while enhancin:* exertion.

His profits arose from manipulating labor; they were "sweated"

out oi labor.
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Thus tne merchant capitalist with hi 3 widespread, .whole-

sale-speculative market completed tne separation ana special-

ized tne functions 01 tne former homogeneous craftsman. Hi3

merchant function was splil into tnree parts. He was the cus-

tom merchant, the retail merchant, and tne wholesale merchant

corresponding to tne three original levels of market competi-

tion. His journeyman function was split into two levels of

competition, tne highest level or custom v-ork, and tne lowest

level menaced by prison ani sweatshop work. His employer func-

tion, the last to split ofr, was on tne lowest level of market

competition.

rne wiae extension 01 tne market was in tne hanas 01 the

uercnant capitalist. It is he who suiiered in tne development

from the homogeneous craftsman to the merchant capitalist. He

stru^;lea to regain his original level. His merchant employers

at first sympatnized with him ana endeavored to pass over to

tneir employers nis just aemanu for a higher iv -ge. Eut tney

soon were crushed between tne level of prices ana tne level or

wares, from tne position or a merchants 1 association striving

to hold up prices tney snir'tea to tne position or an employers 1

association endeavoring to keep down wages. Tneir prorits came

irom low wa~e3. The journeyman furnished tne profits.

T

,7e come ao\x to an entirely different stey> in the progi^s*

of iivUstri,.! sti.^-.. r^iJi* to 1337 tae.'e -nl been $v\:^*ly a

nanlrea iiiv^iioua ^e^uii- ;;\a i;ools of the corlv/d -

L- r. ISv^a
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as late as 1851 ha ad labor predominated for the inventions made

could hardly be celled machines; they vere "devices'1
. In 1852

the sewing machine appeared, but it did not affect the Journey-

man, for the re 1

, ing of the uppers was done in the home by the

women. During the fifties there was the flood of inventions,,

but they were aids to the journeyman rather than substitutes of

him. It was rather the women who were displaced, for the oper-

ation of these machines required greater physical strength than

the women were able to furnish, and the work went to the men.

But all of the inventions vere essentially s
v or tools, "devices' 1

,

and not factory machines. -hey wore for the most rart patterns

for cutting the uppers, the soles and other minor ^arts of the

shoe, adjustable lasts, levellers, shivers and machines for he?l

making, lasting and sandpapering.

With the appearance of the pegging machine in 1857 and the

LicKay sole-sewing machine in 1662 r^dicsl changes took pl-_ce.

Liachines are belteu up to steam, the workshop aiust be made lar-

ger to accomodate these machines, many reoole are needed to o^e--

ate them, and the factory is born. Men not only of strong Phy-

sique out of superior s;:ill are needed to operate '-he machines.

Shoes are wade on an entirely new scale - they are machine made,

snd .m;de at gre£. t speed. 2he LieKay sole sewing machine did in

one hour what the journeyman did in eighty hours, and the jour-

neyman protested.

At the middle of this transition period, 1SC6 - 1672, the

Srand Lodge of the Knights of St* Crispen appeared and flourished

beyond anything theretofore known in t;.e history of organised
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labor. It had a membership of 4C or 50

f
CC0 (the membership of

the largest union preceding the Znights of St. Crispen was 12,000)

e.i disappeared as suddenly .3 it had ari; en. It was a protest

not against the use of machinery, but against the abuse of it.

The Knights of St. Crispen were organized not to oppose the ma-

chine, but to oppose the substitution of inexperienced men for

journeymen in the operation of the machines. The national organ-

ization had one lav;. It was the refusal to teach TTgreen hands"

except by consent of the organization. Che local organise tions

had many individual problems. "Their strihes and lockouts were

as various as the variety of shows and factories in which they

were employed".* This was a period of overlapping of stages.

The preceding oeriod of hand methods and "devices" was still much

in evidence, and the succeeding period of machinery had a vigor-

ous beginning. This condition produced a varied set of circ.un-

b":a..ees a.,d l..£ a;; a conflict; of interests. The journeymen were

employed in custom sho
:
s, in retail and ;,holes^le-oruer £ho--s, in

the shops of "he merchant capitalist ana his contractors, and in

the factories of r<he mere" ant capitalist. All of their strihes,

however, bore directly or indirectly on two main issues, - a re-

sistance to \.e.ge red u- tions
|
and a refusal to tn-ch "green hands".

The merchant cani delist in his rim to get his shoe" as che_ ^-

ly as possible became a manufacturer himself, purchased from the

manufacturer as cheaply is possible, or cut the wages of his Jonr-

^ey..en. The jourucy:m..n with hi? "devices' i nh f^ot pov-.r i.a'j'hn ?

»an fhie i<

* Commons - labor and Ad * •
'
^ tra uion - ;. l5G
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redne bions . 2o enlarge Lie difficulties, wage relictions occurred

only on sho : verb and .iot on ca:tom vor 1

:. This irregularity of

differ-.; .t trices for the same grade of v:orh v.^s felt more then

ever und--r vhe col x- ti tion ef factory products. v,ven -. ith prison

labor end Chinese laoor the merchent c^pit\:liet cOulIo. not compete

with the product of green Lends end steam -no; er.

2he fectory not only Lad the edventeje of creed of outnut-

it nrotuced shot,s equiil in tpu?..lity or c^t .. superior to those of

bhc journeyman. "Its levelling erencies consequently reached ..o-

eerds to ell but the to. most level, the custom order, on v/hich

the journeymen L~d snceee'.el in ;lecing the...:. elves end brought

them dova eventv.elly to its own level". * Hence \.e ^et a new

vie;, of ;Le raison d f etre cb the Grand "Lodge of the jlnirhts of

St. Crispen. ft I t lis the protest of wor'imen whose sbil: o2

*,;ork, c^ut.lity of /rodnct end protective unions hed for a gene ra-

ti n preceding sevef- for themselves the I;; ^her levels of the

merchant-ce ^iteliet syste... ageinSU the undervn.sh of "risen t;vl

sveet sLoo comxtiti;

In the s.-oe mmumt/p the factory :pstsni v.ns established in

the early p^rt of the eighties; "detailed -iece-vvorh 1— s ta""on

the ^lsce of tem'.. *..orb end he id , ^rb; the last vei ti';e of pro-

perty right :.r left the v. or n "
" ;

*** the -^resent form of labor

organisation, the Boot s:.b hoe 7/orhers 1 Union, hoc e ebe. vored

since laib to bri.ig to _yj tht-r el 1

, clas es of employees, r. en an:l

Comir.ons - lauor e"d ^1.1 .is trnoia i - p. ^b7
** T'i; .. - ;-- r: 17

Ibid - p. a56
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vvo^c/i, in :.. £1.1-1 j l. .uhniel .. :"..;.: reth-.r ;

:l:;n a ncrtiel trade

lull o a.

ihe 3eot c./id 3Loe horhere 1 Union e.^ : th; r lir^ r
- letor or-

ganizations, e-ch ee uLt I'/U.^l :U.:0cii jic.i of 3oot : . A i 3hoe

lincxiifcicturero, the I7c\; Snjl^id 31.oe e _:r Le.: ther Aesocie lion, c \l

the United '3doe 'Vor.:-..r£j of A^:iuj i_i \ itli hu//j -ro' l-j.i' lihe

the tariff e id *i tii' \ul tnd3 rc^ 1. tio.s, fhe ec.elh.r orj.ni-

z^tij .o ut_. X with ere lite, f; ^t^r
t

",~ conditions, ,•_ nd iu o~" ;./.. tters.

2he lador orce^ico tice are r^ioin^ up no is ucjj end are

iOrCi^i^i no*., cj.iu.ioic.ij i . e^o o^.o „ii.uC jT^i ^..g^
-

.v ... cc. , c ^

.

t ". i

uUoh'ic 1 Lii. the ^olj-tical* ihe^7
j. .*-. n h, th... t i a nun. c^-i- ro i.o—

;r^ve co.-dition:; ii ic.ct.iles ac ih ^ t sa ch-e cud., cee variant,

th-ir ;:jar ',o fix ; c ;^ , '. c.rj of lch<or, an

2. t w
" ' ^ e proved td^ir -o 7

. cr to ~.c .-.

legislation rc-;^l..ti-.j Lours ^f ii-Lor ,J - .. c .. -.. ... children, ;-o

s u e a r c cii 1 '^' .uuuivii j. o r i *: j
~, r c ^ ".

.
c .. . . t ; i

>
, <_* . *a v ^ r - o u s o iv. r coi.n'

tions ^.esired uj ia,oring u<c.:.

An e:;tL^:iif ice tion of ahut ltfjor Lr attained is the hunn

3u.Cih Cooperative As ociiuioa of ,h^ hu .n ^.is'n t a . hol^o 3 oe

C jiji' -i^* oi hilat^nec, nccii.-^.i, a u ^ c

c

r i ;' h c

/

a ^^ * ri-.cn co.i .i —

tu ha s u he f o 1 1 c v. i . i : c i.e * t c r •
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A Description of an Up-to-date Shoe Manufacturing Concern, the

Nunn Bush & Vleldon Si-oe Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin- 1920.

This corporation, The Nunn Bush & VJeldon Shoe Company, was

organized in 1913 • At that time it employed 175 persona and

manufactured 600 pairs of shoe 3 a day. The shoe manufactured

was a man 1 a unlined work snoe, made by the Goodyear welt method.

In 1917 mens 1 and toys 1 unlined semi -dress shoes were made. Since

1917 this company nas seen its reatest growth. At the present

time, April, 1930, it is making inen f s and boys 1 Goodyear welt su-

perfine and semi-fine linel shoes. The employees number 1047, 45*

of ALOffi are women. No boy or girl under seventeen years of age is

employed.

The builaing occupied by the Nunn Bush & Weldon Sr.oe Co. is of

the block type, having no wing; constructions. It is a brick build-

inj, is 165 feet lon^ and 150 feet wide, and has seven floors.

Employees are permitted to use the elevators, iach floor has a

dressing room for the women. The seventh floor is occupied by a

capacious ana attractive dining room and recreation facilities.

The dininj room is as comfortable ana pleasant as the dining room

of tne average home. It is comfortably lar^e and exceptionally

.veil lighted. About fifty per cent of the employees are accommo-

datea at one time. They are served in two shifts, one at 11:30

and one at 1:30. Round tables, which seat six or eijnt people
}
are

comfortably spaced and are covered with white table-cloths. A sub-

stantial and not meal consisting 01 soup, potatoes, meat, a vege-

table, brea^ and butter, cofiee, and dessert is served, all of

v/nich can be had for twenty cents. Cafeteria service also is
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furnished. Hot soup, potatoes, anj. coffee may be had to supple-

ment the sandwich brought from home. Dancing is provided for in

the recreation room adjoining the dining room. The dining-room

does not function merely as a place to eat; it is a splendid so-

cializing agency. A quotation from the heaa of the head of the

Personnel Department is the following, n Tne lunch room has been a

very fine investment. No employer can do anything better than to

give a hot meal at noon to better conditions."

The socializing idea is carried out to a greater degree in

the social gatherings which occur every two weeks. These parties

are for the employees and their families. They are entertained

at cards, by dancing or by musical concerts. The motives of these

parties are not only to give the guests a good time, but to have

tne family of one employee get acquainted with that of another.

It is not an Americanization project, for foreigners do not fipure

largely among the employees; it is purely altruistic. Mr. Nunn

believes that in endeavoring to alleviate the differences between

capital and labor, the manufacturers should not rely on didactic

speeches from strangers, but he believes that the manufacturer

should get acquainted with his employees, anu by the "give and

take" obliterate the differences and misunderstandings,

We find this substantiated in the Nunn Bush Cooperative Asso-

ciation which has for it3 object "to bring into closer relation-

ship the employees in said company, ana the employees with the

employer for tne purpose of bringing about a better understanding

between the employees and the employor, higher wages, greater pro-

duction, general welfare of the employees, the elimination of in-
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justice , and a square deal for all alike; and for the further par -

pose oi providing relief to certain of its members in case of dis-

ability from sickness, and financial assistance in the event of

death of such a member, or of the immediate dependent members of

his or her family."*

Every employee in the Nunn Push & Weldon Shoe Company is a

member oi thi9 Association and is entitled to all the rights,

privileges and benefits of membership. He can elect to become a

Benefit member or a Non-Eenefit member.

The salient features of the government of this association

which attains the end of mutual benefit are a Joint Council and

a Shop Committee. The Shop Committee is a representation of the

factory employees. It consists of twelve members chosen from the

twelve departments of the factory. The Joint Council consists of

eight members, four of whom are re-appointed by the Shop Committee,

and four by the Nunn Bush & H'eldon Shoe Co. It is "empowered to

receive complaints, he-^r, try ana determine all charges and grie-

vances submitted to it by the Shop Committee; after proper inves-

tigation and due determination, direct the management to discharge

employees; and recommend to the management of said company proper

and necessary changes, alterations or improvements in the equipment

of said factory, changes to promote the welfare of employees, san-

itary conditions, social changes, rtvision of wage scales, and

elimination of any injustice either on the part of the company or

the employees thereof."**

Constitution and By-Laws of the Nunn Bush Co-operative Association,
** Ibid, p. 5. F. 3.
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Each me filter oi the Council has equal power with every other

member, each having one vote. If in the exercise of its functions

it happens that it is equally divided in settling a question, the

question is submitted to a board of arbitration. This board con-

sists of three members, two of whom are appointed by the two op-

posing sides respectively, ana the two appointees appoint a third

person, entirely disinterested, out3i^e of the company, or out-

side of any of its employees. The management of the Nunn Bush &

IFeldon Shoe Cc. can not discharge an employee until such proposed

discharge nas received the approval and sanction of the Joint

Council. The management may, however, suspend an employee on full

pay until the question oi his or her discharge snail have been

passed upon by the Joint Council.

The principal function of the Shop Committee is "to hear, in-

vestigate and determine all complaints of members of the associa-

tion, and upon appeal by either party refer the same to the Joint

Council for determination".* In auaiticn it inspects the factory

ircm time to time; and reports to the Joint Council the conditions

regarding safety appliances, sanitary conditions, and general com-

fort of employees. It is empowered to appoint the members of the

Social Committee, to appoint four members to serve on the Joint

u.uncil, to nominate net less than two nor more than three candi-

dates for tne position of Chairman of the Shop Committee. These

nominees are approved and confirmed by the Joint Council and an

election is made by the members of the Association. No member of

the company, board of directors, or an executive can become chair-

man of tne Sx.cp Committee, Tne powers and duties of this chair-

*Consti tution and By-Laws of tne Nunn Eusi- Co-operative Association,

"
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man are "to have access to every part and department of the fac-

tory of said Company; to "be the direct representative of the em-

ployees of said Company who are members of the association; to

make all investigations on behalf of the Sncp Committee upon the

application for membership to the Association, to attend all meet-

ings of the Joint Council; to preside at all meetings of tne Shop

Committee and all regular meetings of departments as hereinafter

provided; to take care of all welfare work; to call meetings and

act in conjunction with the Social Committee; to investigate all

complaints and grievances of members of said association of the

management of said Company, and after due consideration and de-

termination by the Shop Committee, if an appeal is taken, to re-

port such grievances and complaints for determination to the Joint

Council."* The chairman is not employed by the Company and re-

ceives no compensation whatsoever from it. He is paid by the As-

sociation, an amount equal to the weekly wage he was receiving at

the time of his election. It is tne duty of each member of tne

Committee, individually, to study tne conditions in his or her par-

ticular department, and to use his or her influence for its better-

ment by reporting immediately to tne Shop Committee conditions re-

garding safety appliances, general cleanliness, sanitary conditions,

an^ .eneral ccmiort oi tne employees.

"Tne object of the benefit branch of this association shall

be to provide relief to its members in case of disability from

sickness; to grant financial assistance in the event of the death

Constitution and Ey-law3 of the Nunn Fush Co-operative Association,
r. 9.
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of such a member; and to create and maintain a fund which shall

belong to the members of said association to be used in the pay-

ment oi said sick and death beneiits."*

The benefit members are divided into three classes: class 1,

these earning less than * lh a week; class 3, those earning £15

to J30 a week; class 3, those earnin-: over $20 a week. The dues

cf these three classes are 4<p, 6£, and 8# a week respectively.

The Nunn Eush and we Idon Shoe Company pays dues, an amount equal

to E0^ of the amount collected by the above method. In case of

sickness or disability of a benefit me niter of the first class,

he or she receives $6 per week after the first week; of the

second class, £9; of the third, £12. In case of the death of a

benefit member of the first class his family receives #100; of

the sec:nd class $150; oi ti.e third class .\30Q. Benefits are not

given for more than seven weeks consecutively, or for more than

fourteen weeks consecutively. There the Company i3 ot lifted

under the ftorlcnen^s Compensation Law to give compensation no ben-

efits by the Association are paid.

A Savings & Profit Sharing Fund was established in Llay,- 1917.

Tre plan of the fund is to enable those employees who remain with

the. Company all of their active life to provide for themselves

after tne a^e of retirement; to enable those who do not remain

all of their active liie but wno achieve a lonr service record to

accumulate a substantial sum and so enable them to secure an in-

cou.e after tne close of tneir active life, or in case of death for

their families.

Constitution and By-Laws of the Nunn Bush To-operative Association,
p. 11.
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Tne Company's contribution is based en the number of employees

eligible ana actually participants of tne fund. It is hardly

probable that the :e is ever a time when every employee elects to

participate even thoug-h eligible. Accordingly the following rule

ie applied v.nere the total payroll of the Company exceeds the to-

tal payroll of participating members of th~ fund. Tne Company

contributes annually to the fund a sum not less than such propor-

tion of 25$ of its "net earnings"? as the total annual payroll of

participants bears to tne total annual payroll of the Company. To

illustrate: If the total payroll be $300,000, the total payroll

of participants of the funa $100,000 and the total earnings of the

t'oa.rarify%fe contributions will be 1/3 ol 25°r 01^60,000 or §13,333.33,

Any employee regardless oi position, wno has been with the Com-

pany continuously for not less than three months and wno does not

own more than twenty shares of common stock is eligible.

An employ ee in order to participate, must deposit in- tne fund

5-r of his or h^r salary or w.^es. The Company contributes a sum

a3 described. No employee may deposit more than 5^ of his or her

wages, an^ in no case more than $130 a year*

A depositor who has completed ten years of service will be en-

titled after sixty ;.ays notice to tne Trustees to withdraw all money

credited to his account including tne Company's contributions,

"Net earnings" here means earnings for tne year a3 shown by tne an-
nual auuit of tne Company f a books after deduction of all accumulated
dividends on the tnen outstanding preferred stock of tne Company,,
but without deduction of dividens on tne common stock*
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A depositor whc has net completed ten yeurs of service will

"be entitled after sixty days notice to the Trustees to withdraw

all money he has deposited, plus interest thereon at 7^ per annum,

compounded annually but no more; and all sums credited to him from

contributions by the company together with the accumulations there-

on shall revert to the Company.

A depositor must withdraw when he ceases to be an employee of

one Cottptfiy or upon failing to regularly make his deposit.

The funu will be intrusted and invested unaer tne direction of

a Board of five Trustees, to be selected by the Board of Directors

of the company; t/;o to be officers or directors and three employees

(not officers or directors) of tne company. It is intended that

so far a3 practicable and advisable the fund will be invested in

shares of preferred stock of the Company, to tr.e ena tnat the de-

positors may, in the largest measure possible, sh-jre in tne earn-

ings oi tr.e uc.pany. 'ine plan may be discontinued at any time by

announcement of tne Company, made at le.st six months before its

final yearly contribution. After such announcement no new depos-

itor will be eligible to join and upon tne payment into tne fund

of such final contribution tne fund shall be distributed amon^ all

tne depositors pro rata in proportion to their interests as as-

certained by the Board of Trustees.
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